
Preface 

This volume is intended to be used together with the PBOOM publications concerning 
programming, 

Part 1 describes in great detail the powerful instruction set for the PBOOM computers 
and shows the programmer the functional operation, the syntax, the setting of the 

condition register, the instruction time and examples. 

The instructions are grouped in the following operational categories : 

Load and Store instructions 
Arithhmetic instructions 
Logical instructions 
Character handling instructions 
Branch instructions 
Shift instructions 

Table nandling instructions 
External transfer instructions 
Cantrol instructions 
I/O instructions 
String instructions
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1 Introduction 

Key to symbols used in the instruction set 

Labe| Identifier, or label, consisting of max. 6 characters of which the first must 

always bea letter. 

All instructions, and most of the assembler directives, may be preceded by a 

label. 

* Asterisk, Indicates: 

— indirect addressing 

— current value of location counter 

{| The syntactic item(s) between these brackets may be omitted 

Lj Choose one of the items botween thuse brackets 

r] Register Al... AT5 

r2 Register Al ...A15. Used as an index register in memory reference instructions. 

r3 Register A1...A?7 

m Memory expression 

k Constant in bits 8-15 (short constant) 

Ik Constant or address in bits O—15 of the word following the instruction (long 

constant) 

P P-register, (Instruction counter) 

T1 Register to register operation. 

T2 Long constant instruction. 

T3 Register addressing. 

T3A Register r2 is not the stackpointer A156 

T3B Reaister r2 is the stackpointer A15 

TxS The result must be stored in memory 

T4 Direct addressing 

T5 Indexed addressing 

T6 Indirect addressing 

T7 Indirect indexed addressing 

T8 Short constant instruction 

I’s Load/store indicator. Load: bie 15=0 
store: bit 15 = 1 

MD Addressing made 

han Logical AND 

Vv Logicul OR 

M7 Exclusive OR 

“+ compas) 

i Divide 

Multiply 

Add



Instruction formats 

Machine instructions conform to one of the following two formats: 

— format O 

— format 1. 

Format O instructions 

Instructions of this type consist of one word, where the 16 bits indicate the following 
functions : 

bit 0 1 4 5 7 8 15 

0 | opcode r3 

CNOD 

where 

bit O — indicates the instruction format 

bits 1-4 — operation code 

bits 5—? — one of the registers A1—A/? or the condition value in a Branch instruction. 

bits8—15 — the contents of this field varies according to the type of instruction and 

may contain one of the following values: 

— an 8-bit positive constant (constant instruction} 
— an even displacement value (branch instruction} 
— an indication of the shift raquired (shift instruction) 

— device address (1/O instruction) + function bits 

— fixed parameters (miscellaneous instruction) 



Format 7 instructrons 

Format 1 instructions perform a number of operations by reference to two of the 16 

registers available for user access: one of these registers may point to a data item either 
in a word following the instruction or elsewhere in memory as it is possible to use that 

register as an index register. 

bit 0. 67 4 5 7 #8 9Q9 10 11 14 15 

1 opcode ry MD | r2 | V/s 

CND 

car ee ne 7 
| operand mof\k (2 words for DAK and DSK) i 
Pot en nnn ne oo nnn = 4 
| 1 
' ’ 

where: 

bit O — indicates the instruction format 

bits 1—4 — operation code 

bits 5-8 — one of the registers Al ...A15 specified as follows: 
registers Al... A7 are in group O and registers A8 ... A15 are in group 1. 
The group to which a register belongs ts indicated by bit 8. 
This may be either 0 (group 0) or 1 (group 1) 

— in branch instruction, however, bits 5 to 7 inclusive indicate a condition 

value and bit 8 ts not used. 

bits9-10 — addressing mode cade. These bits will specify direct or indirect addressing, 

i.e. whether the word following the instruction, or anather memory word, 

has to be taken into account. 

bits 11—14 — the numbur of one of the 16 registers, expressed in the same way as in bits 

5-8. 
bit 15 — load/store indicator. Used in certain instructions to inuicate that the result 

of the operation is to be placed either in the register shown by bits 5—8 
(1s = O) or in arnemory word (1/'s = 1}. 

This type of instruction may be followed by a data word (16 bits) containing an address (m) 

OF a positive or negative value. In the case of an address, bit 15 is not significant, except for 

character handling instructions, 

The binary values of bits 5 through B inrl and 17 through 14 for r2 are: 42 1 8, and in 

r3 4217. 

Example: A3 inr1 or r2 is written a5 0110 and Al? as 1001. Forr3 this is O11. 
Al2 cannot be specified in the field r3. 

/



Registers 

16 registers are available for use by the programmer. These 16 registers, which have the 
predefined symbols AO through A15, are called the scratchpad. They may be addressed 
from either the instruction being carried out or from the toggle switches on the control 
panel. 

The specific designation of registers within the scratchpad is: 

P-register (AQ) 

This register is used to hold the address of the next instruction to be executed. It ts 

incremented in steps of two if the program is to carry out in sequence, or altered to 

hold the required new address if a tyranch is to be performed. 

The instruction counter (P) points always already to the next instruction before 

execution of an instruction. 

Working registers [Al—A14) 

The working registers may be used in any of the following ways: 

— as accumulator where the data to be processed can be found in a register, 
— as pointers where the contents of the specified registers contain the aperand 

address rather than the operand itself. 

— a$ index registers where the contents of the specified registers and the contents of 

the word following the instruction are summed to produce the operand address. 

Register AS 

This register 1s used by the interrupt system as the stackpointer and, as such, it is 

updated by the system whenever it is used for memory addressing. 
lt may be addressed by instruction in the same way as the registers Al through A14. 
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Type of instruction 

The instruction in the instruction set may use various methods of forming one of the 
operands to be used. To make a clear distinction between these methods, each instruction 

in the instruction set description has received a notation 71 thru T8 to indicate the 

manner in which the operand is formed. The latter is usually governed by the values of the 

format, address mode and the r2 field (bits 11 thru 14) in the instruction, The result of this 
Operation may be an address which is called the effective memory address. 

Type Format | Mode| r2 field | Description 

T1 1 00 #0 Register to register operation 

T2 1 01 Q000 Long constant instruction 

T3 1 01 r0 Address in register r2 
(T3A) (The register specified is not A15] 
(7 3B) (The register specified is A15) 

T4 1 10 | 0000 Address in next word (direct addressing) 

T5 1 10 #0 Indexed addressing 

T6 1 11 0000 Indirect addressing 

T7 1 11 #0 Indexed indirect addressing 

TB 0 — — Short constant 

T? Register to register operation 

The operand is the value in the register specified by r2. 

T2 Long constant instruction 
The operand is the value contained in the least significant word of the double length 
InstrUuctiON. 

7.3 Address in register 

The operand is held in memory. The mephor address of the operand is the value in the 

register specified by r2, 
T3A r2 # AlS 

T3B 2 = AIS§ 

14 Address in next word (direct addressing) 
The operand is held in memory. The memory address of the operand is the value in the 

least significant word of the double length instruction. 

TS fretexed address in next word (indexed addressing) 

The operand is held in memory. The memory address of the operand is found by adding 

the value in the register specified by r2 to the value in the least significant word af the 

double length instruction,





2 Load and Store Instructions 

| LD | Load register | LD | P851M 
P852N. 
P856M 
P857M 

Syntax: (labelJ}u LO [*]Uorl, m [,r2] 

The contents of the register specified by rl are replaced by the contents of 

the effective memory address. This effective memary address can be found 

& follows: 

Type Functron MD Syntax 

T4 {m) +r 10 LD rl,m 

T5 { m + (r2)) aa 10 LO r1,m,r2 

T6 {{m)) i 11 LO’ r1,m 

TT? ({mm + (725)) + 71 11 LD* r1, m, r2 

Condition 

register: CR = Onf (r1}= 0 
lif (ri}>O 
2 if (r1)< 0 

DIT 0 1 4 5 8 9 10 11 14 15 

1/0000 f{ 1 | md {| | 0 

Remark: 

Restricted to system mods ifr] = Al5. 

— a



LOR Load register/register LDR P851M 
P852M 
P856M 
P857M 

Syntax: (label). LOR [*]u-rl, r2 

The 16 bits of the register specified by rl are replaced either by the 

contents of the register specified by r2 (direct addressing) or by the 
contents of the effective memory address which can be found in the 

register specified by r2 (indirect addressing). In the last addressing mode, 

if r2 specifies the A15 register, the latter rs assumed to be the stack, In 

this case, the pointer is updated (i.e, incremented by one word to point 

to the latest entry) before the transfer of data occurs. 

Type Function MO Syntax 

T1 { r2 ) -» ri 00 LDR 1,r2 
T3A (dr2)) — ri 01 LDR® 1,12 
T38 {AIS) +2—- A115, ((A15)) —~ rl 01 LOR* ri, A15 

Condition 

register: CR = Oif (rt) = 0 
Tif (rt}> 0 
2 if {rt} = 0 

bit QO 61 4 5 8 9 10 «(171 14° 15 

1foo000] 1 MD | 12 Jo 

Remark: 

Restricted to system mode if r1 = A15 or if type 3B. 



LOK LOK P851M 
LDKL Load constant LOKL PB52M 

P856M 

P857M 

Syntax: [label].s LDK ur3, k — T8 
[label]_s LDKL WH rl, Ik — T2 

T8 The positive constant k is loaded into bits 8 through 15 of the 
register specified inr3. The bits O through 7 are reset to zero. 

T2 The positive or negative constant, which can be found in the 

word following the instruction, replaces the contents of the 
register specified by r1. 

Type Function Syntax 

TB k= r3n-35 0 -- r3y-> LOK r3, ke 

T2 Ik -» 1 LDOKL rl, tk 

Condition 

register: T8 Unchanged 
T2 CR = Oiffk=0 

11f Ik > 0 

2 if ik <0 

bit oO 1 4 5 7 8 15 
Tt | 0/0 00 0] 3 | k 

bit Oo 1 4 § 8 9 10 11 14 15 

Tt | 1/9000] 1 Jo 1/000 0/0 

Remark: 

Restricted to system mode if rl = Al5. 
” 



Syntax: 

Condition 

register: 

Store register ST P851M 
P852M 
P856M 

P857M 

(Wabel]_s ST [*J_ 1, m [, r2] 

The 16 bits of the register spacified by r1 replace the contents of the 
effective memory address. 

Type Function MO Syntax 

T4 (r1}-m 10 ST ri,m 
T5 (r1) -- m+ (r2) 10 ST ri,m, r2 
T6 (r1) » (m) 11 ST* r1,m 
T? (r1) ~ (m + (r2)) 11 ST°* rt, m, r2 

Unchanged 

bit 0 1 4 5 8 9 10. 11 14 15 

1fooo0o0f{ + | mo | £2 | 3 

Remark: 

Restricted to system mode if r1 <= A115. 



STR Store register,‘register STR PB51M 
P852M 

PS56M 
P857M 

Syntax: Habell,,STRu: rl, r2 

The 16 bits of the register specified by r1 replace the contents of the 

memory address indicated in the register specified by r2 (indirect 
addressing). If A15 (stack pointer) is specified by r2 it is updated. 

Type Funetron Syntax 

T3A (r1) ~ (2) STR +1, r2 

T38 (1) » (A115), (A115) —2 - Al STAR ri, AIS 

Condition 
register: Unchanged 

bit 0 1 4 5 8 9 10 #171 4 15 
1}/o 000] r jo 1] 2 aE 

Remark: 

* An interrupt ‘stack ovorflow’ is generated when, for T3B type, the 

address reached by the pointe? = <100. Bit 13 is set to 1 in PSW. 

* Restricted to system mode iffr1 = A15 or if type 3B. 
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ML 

Syntax: 

Condition 
register: 

Multipte load ML 

(labelhs ML [*¢]On, m [, r2] 

The contents of n consecutive registers (the first one being At) are 

P851M 
P852M 
P856M 
P857M 

replaced by the contents of n consecutive memory locations (the first 

location is indicated by the effective memory address}, 

Type Function MD Syntax 

T4 (m) ... (m+ n) ~ Al... An 10 ML aA,m 
T5 (m + (r2}) ... (m+ (r2) + n) +> Al... An 10 ML A,m,F2 

T6 ({rm)) ... ((m) +n) +» Al... An 11 ML°® n, m 
T?7 ((m + (r2))} ... (fm + (r2)) +n} > Alu. An 11 ML* n,m, 12 

n = number of registers (1 through 15) 

CR = Oif (Atlh- 0 

Tif (AI) > 0 

2 if (Al) < O 

bit 0 1 4 5 8 9 10 (+11 14 15 

1f/o11 1] n | MD | 2 | 0 

Remark: 

Restricted to system mode if n= 15. 

4.92 
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Multiple load constant MLK Pa5iM 

Syntax: 

Condition 

register: 

P852M | (softw. sim 
P856M 
P6S7M 

[label] LU MLK 17 

The contents of n successive registers are replaced by n values which must 

be givan immediately after this instruction by means of a data statement. 
If n =O the instruction is trapped. 

Type Function Syntax 

T2 Ik1, Ik2 .. Ikn + Al,A2,..., An MLK n 
DATA x,...,xn 

n = number of registers (1 through 15) 

CR = Oif (At) = 0 
lif (Al)>0O 
2 if (A1) <0 

bit 0 1 4 5 8 9 10 11 14 15 

1fod.d 1] n {Oo 1/0 00 0] 0 

Remark: 

Restricted to system made tf n = 15.



MLR Multiple load sregister MLR P851M 
P852M 
P856M 
P857M 

Syntax: [label] u MLRion, 2 

The contents of n consecutive registers (the first one being Al), are 
replaced by the contents of n consecutive memory locations. The first 

address of those locations is indicated by the contents of r2. 

if r2 is the stackpointer A15, the system stackpointer is updated. 

Type Function SYNTIX 

T3A {{r2)) —- Al MLR n,r2 
((r2) +2) » A2 

((r2) +2n — 2) = An 

T3B (AIS) +2n + A15 MLR n,A15 

({A15}) + Al 
((A15) — 2) -» A2 

(AIS) —2n42) — An 

n = number of registers (1 through 15) 

Condition 
register: CR - Oif{Alb- O 

Tif (AT) = 0 
2if (Al) <0 

but 0 1 4 § 8 9 10. (11 14 16 

fifors 1] n }o 1 | 2 | 0 

Remark: 

* Restricted to systern mode if n = 15 or if r2 = AlS 
* If 3B tyne, the contents must be even (P85 1M}. 

{softw,. sim)



Syntax: 

Condition 

reupister: 

Multiple store MS P851M 
P852M 
P856M 
P857M 

(label] 4 MS (*) n,m [, 2) 

The contents of n consecutive memory locations (the first one is given by 

the effective memory address) are replaced by the contents of n consecutive 

registers. 

Type Function MD = Syntax 

T4 Al..An-m,..,m+n 10 MS a.m 

T5 Al... An—~ m+ (r2),..,m+4{r2) 4n 10 MS o,m,r2 

T6 Al..An—({m),...(m)+n 11 MS’ n,m 
T7 Al..An-~ (m+ (r2}),.., (mt (r2)) +n 11 MS* n,m, r2 

n = number of registers (1 through 15) 

Unchanged 

bit 0 1 4 § 8 9 10 11 14 15 

r/o 14 1] n {| MD | 2 | 1 

Remark: 

Restricted to system mode tf n = 15. 

(softw. sim}



MSR Multiple store register MSR PS51M 
P852M 

P856M 

P857M 

Syntax: |labet} . MSR on, r2 

The contents of n consecutive registers (the first one is register Al) replace 
the contents of n consecutive memory lacations. The first address of those 

locations is specified in r2. If r2 = the system stackpointer A15, tle stack- 

pointer is updated by the contents of n registers. 

Type Function Syntax 

T3A {Al} -» (r2) MSR on, £2 

(A2) ~ (12) +2 

(An) + (r2)+2n—2 

T38 (Al) + (A15) MSR n, A15 

(A2) ~+ (A15) —2 

(An) -- (A15) -- 2n+2 
(A15) — 2n -» (A15) 

n = number of registers (1 through 15) 

Condition 

register: Unchanged 

bit 0 1 4 5 8 9 10.)—o71 14 15 

1Jo1 11 | n }O 4}  or2 ft 

Remark: 

° An interrupt ‘stack overflow’ is generated when, for type T3B, the 

address reached by the pointer = </100. Bit 13 in PSW is set to 1. 
* Restricted to system mode when n = 15 of r2 = Al5. 

* If 38 type, the A15 contents must be even (P851M). 

(softw, sim



EL 

Syntax: 

Condition 

register: 

Extended toad (MMU option} EL P8S7M 

(labelj U EL [*] ut, m (, r2] 

The 16-bit contents of the effective memory address, specified in m and 
translated by the MMU, are loaded in register r1. 

Type Function AID Syntax 

T4 (m} extended ~~ 10 EL r1,m 

T5 (m+ (r2)) extended -—- ri 10 EL ri,m,2 
T6 ({m)) extended +r] 11 EL“ cl,m 

T? ((m + {r2))) extended > rl 11 EL* r1,m, £2 

CR = Oif (ri) = 0 

1if (r1)>0 

2 if (F1) <0 

bit 0 1 4 5 8 9 10. 11 14 15 

1}/1 010] rf | MD | r2 | 0 

Remark: 

This instruction may only be used in system made. 
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ELR 

Syntax: 

Condition 
register: 

Extended foad/reg. (MMU option) ELR P857M 

(label} V ELR ort, r2 

The 16-bit contents of the effective memory address pointed to in register 
r2, and translated by the MMU, are loaded in register r1, 

Type Function 

T3 {{r2}) extended -» ri 

CR = Oif (r1) = 0 
1if(rl)> 0 
2 if (r1) <0 

bit 0 ? 8 9 45 10 11 
1/101 0], rt [0 1] r2 

Remark: 

This instruction may only be used in system mode, 
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ES 

Syntax: 

Condition 
register: 

Extended store {MMU option} ES P857M 

(tabel] ES [©] Uri, m [, £2] 

The 16-bit contents of register rl replace the contents of the effective 
memory address as translated by the MMU. 

Type Function MO Syntax 

T4 (ri) -» m, extended 10 ES rl,m 
TS (r1) + m+ (r2)}, extended 10 ES 1,m,r2 

T6 ir?) -» (m), extended 11 ES* r1,m 
T? irt} ~ {m + (r2)), extended 11 ES* r1,m,r2 

Unchanged 

bit Oo 1 4 § 10 (11 14 15 

1/1010] a | 1 

Remark: 

This instruction may only be used in system mode. 

179 



ESR 

Syntax: 

Condition 

reqister: 

Extended store/reg. (MMU option) ESR P857M 

(label? 1, ESRw rt, r2 

This instruction replaces the contents of the memory address specified 

in 2, and translated by the MMU, by the 16-bit contents of register r1. 

Type Function 

T3 (rl) - (r2) extended 

Unchanged 

bit 0 1 4 5 8 9 10 11 14 15 

Remark: 

This instruction may only be used in systarn mode. 

1.20 



LDA Load address | LDA | ABs 

P858 
P859 

Syntax: {label] LDA r1.0,r2 

This instruction loads the address specified in r2, incremented by the value D 
from the second instruction word, into the register specified by r1. 

Type Function 

T1 {r2)+ DO -> 91 

Condition 

register: Unchanged 

bit QO 1 45 1 6 9 40 11 14 118 

rf. 1 1 Of r| 0 o| r2 | 0 

D 

Remark 

* ri must be «Q 
> restacted to system mode ifrt «A115 

/ 
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3 Arithmetic Instructions 

ADK ADK PB51M 
ADKL Add constant ADKL PB52M 

P856M 
P857M 

Syntax: [label] LJADK wr3, k T8 
{label} -ADKL url, tk —T2 

T8 The positive constant k is added to the contents of the register 

specified inr3. The result of the addition is placed in r3. 

T2 The positive or negative constant lk is added to the contents of 
the register specified in rl. The result of the addition is placed 
inv, 

Type Function Syntax 

T8 Ir3p+k + F3 ADK 73,k 

T2 (ri) +tk -+ rl ADKL rt, Ik 

Condition 

register: CR O if result = O 
1 if result > O 

2 if result < 0 
Jin case of overflow 

bit Oo. 8 61 4 § 7 8 15 

Tt |}O/0 010] 3 | k 

bit Oo 1 4 5 8 9 10 11 14 15 

T2 [1/001 0] «7 10 1{[0 0 0 00 

Remark: 

Restricted to system mode if rl = atk, 

121 



ADR ... reper Meet ADR P851M 
ADRS Addition register/register ADRS PRSIM 

P856M 
P857M 

Syntax: (labet] _, ADR [*) Wr, r2 
[label] 4 ADRS ws rt, r2 

The contents of the register specified by r1 are added either to the contents 
of the register specified by r2 (direct addressing), in which case the sum is 
always placed in the register specified by r1, or to the contents of the 

memory address indicated in the register specified by r2 (indirect addressing). 
In that case the sum is placed either in the register specifiad by r1 (the I/s 
indicator being Q) or in the memory address (l/s = 1). 

Type Function AID l/s Syntax 

T1 (r1)+( r2)—> ef 00 ns. ADR ri, 12 
T3 (rl) + ((r2}p-» 1 01 0 ADR® 1,12 
T3 ir) + ¢(r2)) + (r2) 01 1 ADRS 11, r2 

Condition 
register: CR = QO if result = 0 

1 ifresult> O 

2 if result <= 0 

3 in case of overtlow 

bit Oo. 1 4 5 8B 9 10 11 14 15 

i | Ms 

Remarks: 

* When I/s = 1 (store), r1 must be # 0. 
" Restricted to system made ifr1 =A15. 

1.22 



AD 
ADS 

Syntax: 

Condition 
register: 

. AD 
Addition ADS 

P851M 
P852M 
P856M 
P857M 

[tabel] J AD [S] [*]U 61, m[, r2)} 

The contents of the effective memory address are added to the contents of 
the register specified by r1. 
The sum is placed either in the register specified by r1, in which case the 
load/store must be O, or in the effective memory address when the load/ 
store indicator is 1. 

Type Function MOD {fs Syntax 

T4 (r1)+(m) ~» rl 10 0 AD ri1,m 

T4 (r1)+(m) +m 10 1 ADS ri,m 

15 (r1)+( m+ (r2)) + oI 10 0 AD rl,m,r2 
T5 (r1) + (mm + (r2)) + m +(r2) 10 1 ADS ri,m,r2 
T6 (r1) + ({m)) > rl 11 0 AD*® ri,m 
T6 (r1) + ({rm}) -~(m) 11 1 ADS* 1,m 

T? (r1}¢#({m = + (r2))) + 11 11 0 AD® r1,m,r2 
T? (r1)+((m + (r2))) --(m + (r2)) 11 | ADS* r1,m, r2 

CR =- O if result = O 

1 if result > O 

2 if result <0 

3 in case of overflow 

bit 0 1 4 5 8 9 10 «#11 14 15 

1/0010] «1 |} mo | 2 | Ws 

Remarks: 

* When l/s = 1,11 must be # O. 

* Restricted to system mode if r1 = A15. 
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IMR 

Syntax: 

Condition 

register: 

Increment memory /register 

[label] 0 IMR Ws £2 

IMR P851M 
PBS2M 
P856M 
P857M 

The contents of the effective memory address indicated in the register 
spacified by r2 (indiract) ara increased by one. 

Type 

T3 

CR 

bit 

Function Syntax 

({(r2)} + 1 (r2} IMR r2 

0 if result = 0 

1 if result > O 

2 if result < 0 

3 in case of overflow 

0.6 (1 4 § 8 9 10. «4 14° «15 

1/00 10/000 ofa 1 | r2 

[28 



Syntax: 

Condition 

register: 

Increment memory IM P851M 
P852M 
P856M 
P857M 

(label] L, IM (*] 4m [, r2] 

This instruction increases by 1 the contents of the effective memory 

address, after which the value of the effactive memory addrass is replaced 

by the new value. 

Type Function MD Syntax 

T4 (m)+1 > Mm 10 IM om 

T5 (m + (r2)} +3 - m+ (r2) 10 IM om, £2 

T6 ((m)) + 1 -- (m) 17 IM? m 

T? (Crm + Or2)) + 1 -* (m+ Cr? )) 11 IM° m, r2 

CR = 0 if result = O 

1 if result > O 

2 if result < 0 

3 in case of overflow 

bit 0. 61 4 5 B 9 10 11 14 15 

1/0 0 1 0/0 00 0} md | 2 

1.26 



SUK SUK P851M 
SUKL Subtract constant SUKL PB52M 

PB56M 

P857M 

Syntax: [label] . SUK r3, k — T8 
(label] . SUKLWU rl, Ik — T2 

T8 The positive constant k is subtracted from the contents of the 

register specified in r3. The result is placed in r3. 

T2 The positive or negative constant Ik is subtracted from the contents 
of the register specified in r1. The result is placed in rl. 

Type Function Syntax 

T8 (r3} — k +» 73 SUK  1r3,k 

T2 (r1} - Ik + ri SUKL r1, Ik 

Condition 

register: CR = O if result = O 

1 if result > O 

2 if result << O 

3 incase of overflow 

bit =O 4 5 78 15 
Ta /O}o o1 7} 3 | k 

bit O 1 4 5 8 9 10 11 1415 
T2 [1/0011] [0 1/000 0]0 

Remark: 
Restricted to system mode if r1 = A15. 

1.26 



SUR ; ; SUR P851M 
SURS Subtract register /register SURS PBEOM 

P8EBEM 
P857M 

Syntax: [label] . SUR [*] Url, r2 
[label] .. SURS Vr, r2 

The contents of tha register specified by r2 (direct addressing) or the con: 

tents of the memory address indicated in the register specified by r2 
(indirect addressing) are subtracted from the contents of the 16-bit register 
specified by r1. The result of this operation is placed: 

— (direct addressing) : inthe register specified by r] 
— (indirect addressing): either in the register specified by rJ (i/s = O} in 

the memory address indicated in the register 
specified by r2 {I/s = 1). 

Type Function MD Is Syntax 

T1 (ri) —( r2)—> et 00 0 SUR rl, 62 
T3 (r1) — ((r2)}) > I 01 0 SUR® 11,62 

T3 (r1) — ((r2)} > (r2) 01 1 SURS 11,12 

Condition 

register: CR = O if result = 0 
1 tf result > 0 

2 if result << O 

3 in case of avartlaw 

Dit 0 61 4 § 8 9 10 
1/0011 r } MD | — #2 | I/s 

Remark: 

" Whan l/s = 1,61 must be #0 
" Restricted to system mode if ©1 =A15. 

1,27 



SU 
SUS 

Syntax: 

Condition 

register: 

Subtract word 

[abel] SU[S] (*}49°1, ml, 2! 

SU 
SUS 

P851M 
P8S2M 
PB856M 
P857M 

The contents of the effective memory address are subtracted from the con. 

tents of the register specified by rl. The result is placed in the register 

specified by r1, when the I's bit is O, or in the effective memory address 

when Isis 1. 

Type Function MD Iss Syntax 

T4 (r1)- (m) - +] 10 a) SU ri.m 
T4 (r1)-(m) > om 10 1 SUS rt.m 

TS (rt¥)—(m  +{r2}) + 1 10 0 SU rl, m, r2 
TS (r1)—(m + fr2}—- m+tr2} 10 1 SUS) sort, mr? 
T6 (r1) -- (Im) - +1 11 0 SU* tim 
T6 (r1) — ({m}) > (m) 11 1 SUS* ri,m 
T? (r1p—((m + (r2))) > £1 11 0 SU°— rt,m, r2 
T? (r¥b— lm + (r2))) + (en + Gr2)) 1 1 SUS* r1,m,Fr2 

CR = O if result = 0 
1 if result > O 

2 if result ~. 0 

3 in case of overflaw 

bit Oo 61 4 5 9 10 11 14 15 

1food14f of | mo [12 | Ws 

Remark: 

* When the I’s bit - 1, 671 must be # 0 

* Restricted to system mode ti rt = ATD5. 



| CWK 

Syntax: 

Condition 

register: 

Compare word with constant 

(label] LG CWK O11, tk 

CWK P851M 
P852M 
P856M 
P857M 

The contents of the register specified by r1 are compared with the 
constant. The result of this comparison is stored in the condition register. 

Type Function Syntax 

T2 (r1)->lk -» CR CWK sor, Ik 

CR = O if (r1) = Ik 
1 if (etp > tk 
2 if (rtp < Ik 

bit 0 1 4 5 8 9 10 11 14. 15 

r}1 101; JO 14/000 0]0 

Remark: 

Restricted to system moce if rt - A115. 



CWR Compare words register /register CWR P851M 
PB52M 
PB5S6M 
Pa57M 

Syntax: [label] 4 CWR [¢] Url, r2 

The contents of the 16-bit register specified by r1 ara compared with the 

contents of the 16-bit register specified by r2 {direct addressing) or with the 

contents of the mamory address held in the register specified by r2 (indirect 
addressing). 
The result of the comparison is stared in the condition register. 

Type Function MO hs Syrrtlax 

TI {rlp-+( r2)~+CR 00 0 CWR ort r2 
T3 (cl) +» ((r2)) -- CR 01 0 CWR* 11, r2 

Condition 

register: CR = O if (r¥) = (2nd operand) 
1 if (ri) > (2nd operand) 

2 if {ri} < (2nd operand) 

bit 0 1 4 § 8 9Q 10 +41 14 15 

1,1 101] r | mo | r2 | 0 

Remark: 

Restricted to system mode if rl = Al5. 

1,30 



CW 

Syntax: 

Condition 

register: 

Compare words 

[label] . CW[*] U1, m (, r2] 

CW PB51M 
P852M 
PBS6M 
PBS7M 

The contents of the 16-bit register specified by r1 are compared with the 
contents of the effective memory address which is found in the word 
following the instruction. 
The result of this comparison is stored in the condition register, 

Type Function MO Syntax 

T4 (rijo{ m) ~ CR 10 CW ort,m 
T5 (r1)«*(m + (r2)) —~— CR 10 CW orl,m,r2 
T6 (r1) + ((m)) ~ CR 11 CW" ri,m 
T? (r1)+((m_ + (*2))) + CR 11 CW rl, m,r2 

CR «= O if (rl) = 2nd operand 

1 if (rl) > 2nd operand 

2 if (rt) < 2nd operand 

bit 0 1 4 5 8B 9 10 11 14 15 

1{1 1 0 1 | rt MD r2 0 

Remark: 

Restricted to system mode if rl = A415. 

1,37 



C1 
C1S 

Syntax: 

Logic 
Complement: 

Condition 

register: 

C1 
Ones complement cis 

[label] UCI [*3}i471,m [, 2] 
[label] 1 C1S [*)U mM [, r2] 

One bits in the specified word or register become DO and vice versa. 

PBSIM 
P852M 
P856M 
P85 7M 

The lagic complement of the effective memory address replaces either the 

contents of the 16-bit register specified by r1 or the contents of the 

effective memory address, depending on the state of the I/s indicator. 

Type Function MOD Vs Syntax 

T4 (m) + 7 10 0 C1 ri,m 

T4 (m } ~ m 10 1 C18 m 

TS (m_+(r2)) - 11 10 0 Cl ri,m, 62 
T5 (m +(r2)) - m= + {r2) 10 1 CS m, r2 

T6 ((m)] -» 11 0 C1* = ri,m 
T6 ((m)) -- (m) 11 1 Cc1is* m 
T? tm + (r2))} + ef 11 0 Citi® i,m, r2 
T? ‘im + (r2))) + (m+ (r2)) 11 1 C1S*® m,r2 

CR - Oifresult O 

1 tf result > O 

2 if result < O 

bit 0 1 4 5 8 9 10. «(11 14 18 

7 Ce | Ws 

Remark: 

* When I's = 0, r1 must be = 0 

* Restricted to system mode when rt = A15. 

1,32 



CIR Ones complement register /register CIR PBS TM 
C1RS ° CiRS PB52M 

P856M 
P857M 

Syntax: (label]ic CIR[*J rt, r2 
[label]. C1RS 1 2 

Logic 
complement: Bits which contained 7 in the specified register become 0, and vice versa, 

The logic complement of the contents of the 16-bit register specified by 

r2 (direct addressing) ar the contents of the memory address indicated in 
the register specified by r2 replaces the contents of: 

— (direct addressing) : the register specified by rl 
— (indirect addressing): either the register specified by r1 (I’s = 0) or the 

memory address indicated in the register specified 

by 2 (l/s = 1). 

If rl is not specified, the default value will be P. 

Type Function MD ifs Syntax 

T1 (r2) ~ £1 00 0 CIR 1, c2 

T3 ((r2)) -~ 11 01 0 CIR® 1,12 
T3 ((r2)} > (r2) 01 1 CIRS 12 

Condition 

register: CR = O if result = O 
1 if result > O 
2 if result < 0 

bit 0 1 4 5 8 9 10 11 14 15 

rtaraid] r | MD | | 0 

Remark: ; 

* When I/s = 0, r1 must be ¥-0 
* Restricted ta system mode whenrel = A115. 



NGR 

Syntax: 

Condition 
register: 

Negate register NGR 

(labellLy NGR rl, r2 

Twos complement. 

Zero bits become one and vice versa, +1. 

P851M 
P852M 
P856M 
P857M 

The twos complement of the contents of the register spacified by r2 

replaces the contents of the register specified by 1. 

Type Function Syntax 

T1 O — (r2) + 11 NGR_ rl, r2 

CR = 0 if result = 0 

1 if result > 0 

2 if result <0 

3 in case of overflow 

bit 0 1 4 § 8 9 10 11 14 15 

1/001 1] r1 | 0 Oo]. r2 | 1 

Remark: 

" ¢1 must be #0 
* Restricted to system mode when rl = A115 (not for P851M). 

1,34 



C2R 

Syntax: 

Condition 
register: 

Twos complement /register 

[label] LI C2R LI 2 

Twos complement. 

Zero bits become one and vice versa, +1. 

C2R P851M 
P852M 
PBSEM 
P857M 

The twos complement (or negative) of the contents of the effective 
memory address replaces the old contents of this address. 

Type Function 

T3 O — (¢r2)) + (r2) 

CR = O ff result = 0 

1 if result > O 

2 if result < 0 

3 in case of overflow 

bit oO. 4 5 B 9 

Syntax 

C2R 2 

10 11 14 #15 

1}o 01414 0 0 0 0f0 ml r2 }1 

1.95 



C2 Twos complement C2 P851M 
P852M 
P856M 
P857M 

Syntax: [label] _, C2 [*] Um [, 2] 

Twos complement. 

Zero bits become one and vice versa, +1. 

The twos complement (or negative) of the contents of the effective 

memory address, indicated by the word following the instruction, 

replaces the old contents. 

Type Function MO Syntax 

T4 O-—-(m) - mM 10 C2 m 

T§ O-—(m +(r2)) ~ m_— + (r2) 10 C2 m,r2 
T6 O — ({m)) + (m) 11 C2" m 
T? O-{(m + (f2)))-- (m+ (r2)) 11 C2* m,12 

Condition 

register: CR = O ifresult = O 
1 if result > O 

2 if result <Q 

3 in case of overflow 

bit 0 1 4 § 8 9 10 11 14 15 

1{0 01 1/000 0] m | P | 1 



CMR 

Syntax: 

Candition 

register: 

Clear memory /register CMR P851M 
P852M 
P856M 
P857M 

[label] _. CMR 5 r2 

The contents of the memory address specified in the register specified 

by r2 are reset to 0. 

Type Function Syntax 

T3 O- (r2) CMR r2 

Unchanged 

bit 0 1 4 95 8 9 10 «11 14 15 

1]0 10 0]/0 0 0 ojo 1 | r2 

1,37 



CM 

Syntax: 

Condition 

register: 

Clear memory 

[label]. CM [*}] Um [, £2} 

CM P851M 
P852M 
P85E6M 
P857M 

The contents of the effective memory address are reset to O. 

Type Function 

T4 O- m 

T5 O- m + (r2) 

T6 0- (m) 
T? O-+ (m= + (r2)) 

Unchanged 

bit 4 5 8 9 

MO Syntax 

CM m 

CM sm, r2 

CM* m 

CM* m,r2 

14° 15 Oo 1 
1|0 1 0 0 00 0 Of 

10 11 
MD | r2 | 

1.38 



| MUK 

Syntax. 

Condition 

reqister: 

Multiply with constant MUK P851M 
P852M 
P856M 
P357M 

The constant Ik is multiplied by the constant of register A2. The result of 

the multiplication is loaded as a 31-bit product in registers Al and A2. 
Bit O of A2 is reset to zero. The sign bit of A7 is the sign of the result. 
Overflow occurs if the result > 2°°—1, 
In that case the two registers contain only the 30 least significant bits 

while the sign bit may or may not be correct. 

Type 
T2 

CR 

bit 

Function 

(A2) x lk - Al, A2 

O if result = O 

1 if result > O 

2 if result < O 

3 in case of overflaw 

| 4 5 8B 9 10 #T1 14 15 

1/1 0 0 O{0 0 Oo ofo 1 |} 0 0 0 0 [0 

1,39 

(softw. sim)



MUR 

Syntax: 

Condition 
register: 

Multiply register /register 

[label] u MUR[*). r2 

MUR PBS1M 
P852M 
P856M 
P857M 

The contents of the register specified by r2 (direct addressing), or the 
contents of the memory address indicated in r2 (indirect addressing) are 
multiplied by the contents of A2. The result is loaded as a 31-bit product 
in Al, A2, The most significant bit of A2 is reset to zero. The sign of the 
product is stored in the sign bit of Al. 

Overflow occurs if the result > 22° —1. 
In that case the two registers contain only the 30 least significant bits 
while the sign bit may or may not be correct. 

Type 

T1 
T3 

CR 

bit 

W
N
 

—
 

©
 

Function 

(A2) x (r2) + Al, A2 
(A2} x ({r2))  -» Al, A2 

if result = O 

if result > O 

if result <0 

in case of overflow 

1 4 

MD 

00 
01 

Syntax 

MUR r2 
MUR* £2 

14° «#15 

1} 10 0 0 
5 8 9 10 11 
0.0 0 of mo | 12 | 0 



Syntax: 

Condition 
register: 

Multiply MU | 

[label] MU[*i. ml, r2] 

P851M 
P852M | (softw. sim) 
P856M 
PB5 7M 

The contents of register A2 are multiplied by the contents of the effective 

memory address. The result of this multiplication is loaded as a 31-bit 

product in registers Al, A2. The mast significant bit of A2 is reset to zero. 

The sign of the product ts stored in the sign bit of register Al. 

Overflow occurs if result > 278-1. 
In that case the two registers contain anly the 30 least significant bits while 
the sign bit may or may not be correct. 

Type 

T4 

T5 

T6 

T7 

CR 

bit 

Function MO Syntax 

(A2) x (mM) - Al, A2 10 MU om 
(A2) x (m+ ¢(r2)) > Al, A2 10 MU om, 
(A2) x ((m)) -» Al, A2 11 MU" m 
(A2)x({m + (r2))) - Al, A2 11 MU? om, 

= 0 if result = O 

1 if result > 0 

2 if result << O 

3 in case of overflow 

O 1 10. (11 

r2 

r2 

14 15 4 5 B 9 
1}/1 9 0 0/0 0 0 oO} mo | r? | 0 

\ 17 



DVK 

Syntax: 

Condition 

register: 

Oivide by constant DVK P851M 

P852M 
P856M 
P857M 

The contents of the registers Al, A2 are divided by the canstant Ik. The 
quotient is placed in register A2, the remainder in register A1. Overflow 
occurs when the quotient exceeds 16 bits. In that case the contents of Al 

and A2 are not significant. See also the note under OV on page 3.0.24. 

Type Function QO R 

T2 {A1, A2) / Ik A2 Al 

CR = 0 if (A2) = 0 
1 if (A2) > 0 
2 if (A2) < 0 
3 in case of overflow 

DIT 0 1 4 5 8 98 10 11 14 15 

1/1 0 0 1{[0 0 0 ojo 1}/0 0 0 0} 0 

1.42 

(softw. sim]



DVR Oivide register /register DVR PB51M 
P852M | (softw. sim 
P856M 
P857M 

Syntax: [label] . OVR(*]U r2 

The contents of the registers Al and A2 are divided by the contents of r2 
(direct addressing), or the contents of the memory address indicated in 
r2 (indirect addressing}. The quotient is placed in register A2, the remainder 

in Al, 

Overflow occurs if the quotient exceeds 15 bits. In that case the contents 

of Al and A2 are not significant. 
See also the note under DV on page 3.0.24. 

Type Function Q BR MD Syntax 

TI (Al, A2)/{r2) + A2 Al 00 DVR £2 
T3 (Al, A2)/ {(r2)) ~ A2 Al 01 DVR*° r2 

Condition 
register: CR = 0 if {A2)= 0 

1 if {A2}> 0 
2 if (A2} <0 
3 in case of overflow 

bit Oo 1 4 5 8 9 10 11 aul 
1/100 1/0 00 6] MD | 2 [0 

1.43



DV | Divide DV PB51M 

P852M | (softw. sim) 
P856M 
P857M 

Syntax: [labet}_. OV[*}i. ml, r2] 

The contents of the registers Al and AZ are divided by the contents of the 

effective memory address. The quotient is placed in register A2. The 
remainder in register Al. 

The sign of the remainder is equa! to the original sign of Al, A2, except 

when the remainder is equal to zero (always positive). 
Overflow occurs when the quotient exceeds 15 bits. In that case the 

contents of Al and A2 are destroyed except when the division 1s equal to 

7ero. 

Type Function O R MD Syntax 

T4 (A1,A2) /(m) - A2 Al 1Q DV m 

TS (Al, A2)/(m_ + (r2)) -» A2 Al 10 DV m,r2 

T6 (Ai, A2) / ((m)) - A2 Al 11 DV" m 

T7 [A1,A2) /d{m + (r2))} + A2 Al 11 DV° m,r2 

Condition 

register: CR = O sf (A2)= 0 
1 it (A2) > 90 

2 if (A2) < 0 

3 in case of overflow 

bit 0 1 4 5 8 9 10 11 14 15 

1{1 0 0 1/0 0 0 Of MoO | r2 | 0 

Note: 

An erroneous result is given when the most significant word of the dividend 
Is equal to the twos complement of the divisor. 

1,44



—_ 

| DAK 

Syntax: 

Condition 

register: 

[label] _. DAK wu Ik,, lk; 

Double add with constant DAK P851M 
P852M 
PB56M 
P857M 

(softw. sim) 

A constant consisting of 32 bits (bit 0 of first word is sign bit: bit 0 of second 
word is not used) is added to the contents of registers Al and A2. The sum is 
placed in Al, A2. Bit 0 of A2 is set to zero. Bit 0 of Al is the sign bit 

Type 

T2 

CR 

bit 

W
N
 

+
O
 

Function 

Ik1, Ik2 + (A1,A2) + Al, A2 

if result = O 

if result > 0 

if result < 0 

in case of overflow 

Oo 8 61 4 5 8 9 10 #11 14 #15 

1,1 0 1 0}0 0 0 Of0 1 {0 0 0 0j0 

1,45 



DAR 

Syntax: 

Condition 

register: 

Double add register ‘register DAR 

[label]_. OAR [*JVO r2 

P851M 
P852M 
P856M 
P857M 

The contents of two consecutive registers, the first one specified in r2 
(direct addressing), or the contents of two consecutive words. The address 

of the first one being indicated in r2 (indirect addressing) are added to tha 
contents of Al and A2. Bit 0 of A2 is set to zero. The sign bit of the result 

is the sign bit of Al. 

Type Function fAD Syntax 

T1 (r2,12+1)+(A1,A2) - Al, A2 00 DAR °r2 

T3 ((r2),(r2) + 2) + (A1, A2) = Al, A2 O01 DAR®* r2 

CR = O if result = O 

1 if result >> O 

2 if result <0 

3 in case of overflow 

bit 0 1 4 5 B8 9 10 11 14 15 

1{1 0 1 0/0 0 0 0] mo | r2 | 0 

1.46 

(softw.



DA 

Syntax: 

Condition 

register: 

Double add DA 

[label] L DAL*]. m{, r2] 

The contents of the effactive memory address and the contents of the 

PB5S1M 
PBS2M 
PB56M 
P857M 

effective memory address + 2 are afded to the contents of the registers 
Al and A2. The sum is placed in those registers. 

The sign bit in A2 is set to zero. The sign bit of the parameters and result 
8 the sign bit of Al. 

bit 

Function MD Syntax 

(m,m +2} + (Al, A2) +A1,A2 10 DA m 
( m+ (r2),m + (r2) + 2) + (A1,A2) ~AI,A2 10 DA m,F2 
((m),{m) + 2) + {A1, A2) +A1,A2 11 DA*m 

((m + (r2)), dm + (r2) 4 2))+ (A1,A2)+A1,A2 11 DA*m,r2 

O if result = O 
1 if resule> O 
2 if resule< Q 
3 in case of overflow 

@) 1 4 § 8 9 10 1 14° «15 

1}1 0 1 0/0 0 0 of mo | 2 | 0 

1,47 

(softw. sim)



DSK 

Syntax: 

Condition 

register: 

Doubdte subtract with constant OSK P851M 

P@52M 
P856M 
P857M 

(label)... OSK LL. lky, Ik, 

(softw. sim} 

A constant consisting of 32 bits (bit 0 of first word is sign bit; bit O of second 

word is not used) is subtracted from the contents of registers Al, AZ. The 

result is placed in Al, A2. Bit 0 of A2 is set to zero, Bit 0 of Al is the sign bit. 

Type 

T2 

CR 

bit 

W
N
 
a
 

Function 

(Al, A2) — Ik1, Ik2 - Al, A2 

if result = O 

if result > O 

if result <= O 

in. case of overflow 

0 61 4 § 8 9 10 #11 14 15 

1/1 0 1 110 00 ojo 1/0 00 0]0 



DSR 

Syntax: 

Condition 

register: 

Double subtract reg. /reg. OSR 

[label]. OSR{*]_. r2 

P851M 
P852M | (softw, sim) 
P856M 
P857M 

The contents of two consecutive registers, the first one being specified in 
r2 (direct addressing}, or the contents of two consecutive words, the 
address of the first one being indicated in r2 (indirect addressing) are 
subtracted from the contents of the registers Al and A2. Bit 0 of A2 is 
reset to zero. Bit 0 of AT is the sign bit. 

Type Function MD 

T1 (Al, A2) — [12,172 + 1) + AI,A2 QO 

T3 {A1, A2) — ((r2}, (F2 + 1)) + Al, A2 01 

CR =- O ifresult= O 

1 if result > O 

2 if result< O 

3 in case of overflow 

bit 0 1 10 V4 

Syntax 

DSR 
DSR* 

r2 

r2 

14 s/ 4 § 8 9 
1{1 0 1 170 00 of MD | r2 lo 

1.49 



DS 

Syntax: 

Condition 
register: 

Double subtract OS 

[label] u OS[*].U mI, r2] 

The contents of the effective memory address and the contents of the 

effective memory aidress + 2 are subtracted from the contents of the 
registers Al and A2. The result is placed in Al, A2. The sign bit in A2 is 
set to zero. 

The sign bit of the parameters and the result is the sign bit of register Al. 

Type Function MOD Syntax 

T4 (A1, A2) --{m,m+2) +A1,A2 10 OS m 
T5 (A1, A2) — (m+ (r2), m+(r2) +2) *A1,A2 10 DS m,r2 
T6 (Al, A2) — (({m), (m) + 2) -~A1,A2 11 ODS*m 
T? {A1, A2) — (¢m + (r2)), (m+ (r2)) +2) --Al,A2 11 DS* m,r2 

CR = O if result = O 
1 if result > O 

2 if result < O 

3 in case of overflow 

bit 0 1 4 5 8B 9 10 11 14 15 

1{1 0 1 1})0 00 0] MD | 2 | 0 

{softw. sim



FEL 

Syntax: 

Condition 

register: 

integer to Floating point (F.P.P. option) FFL P857M 

(tlabel] LJ FFL 

The contents of the registers Al,and A2, being a double precision integer, 
are sent to the Floating Point Processor where the integer is converted 
into a floating point operand. The result is stored in three accumulators 
FPA1, FPA2 and FPA3 on the Floating Point Processor. 

Type Function 

T1 (A1),(A2) + F.P. operand ~ FPA1, FPA2, FPA3 

CR = 0 if result = O 

1 if result > O 

2 if result < 0 

bit 0. 1 4 § 10 11 14 15 8 9 
1{1 0 0 1/0 0 1 ojo o/0 00 0/0 

1,5] 



FFX Floating point to integer (F.P.P. option) FFX P857M 

Syntax: [label], FFX 

The floating point operand contained in three accumulators FPA1, FPA2 

and FPA3, situated on the Floating Point Processor, is converted into a 

double precision integer. The result is placed in the registers Al and A2. 

During this operation the number may be truncated (loss of least signifi- 

cant bits). 

An overflow occurs if the integer is greater than 2°° —1 of smaller than 

—2™ | An interrupt is generated by the Floating Point Processor when an 
abnormal condition occurs. CR ts set to 3. 

Type Function 

T1 (FPA1, FPA2, FPA3) — integer ~ A1, A2 

Condition 

register: CR = O if result = O 
1 if resule > O 

2 if result < O 

3 abnormal condition: 

— arithmetic overflow (exponent > 30) 

bit oO. (1 4 5 8 9 10 11 14 #15 

1f1 0 0 1/0 0 1 Of0 0/0 00 0|1 

1.52 



FADR 
FADRS 

Floating point addition/register (F.P.P. option) ean S P857M 

Syntax: 

Condition 
register: 

fo 
The floating point operand contained in three accumulators FPA1, FPA2 

and FPA3 on the Floating Point Processor, is added to the floating ooint 

operand present in three consecutive memory locations. The first memory 

location is indicated by r2. The result is placed either in FPA1, FPA2 and 

FPA3 or in three consecutive memory locations, depending on the state of 
the I/s indicator. 

An interrupt is generated by the Floating Point Processor when an abnor- 

mal condition occurs. CR is set to 3. 

{label}. FADR[S)W r2 

Type Function 

T3 (FPA1,FPA2,FPA3) + ((r2)),(4r2)42),((r2)+4) -- FPA1,FPA2,FPA3 
T3S (FPA1,FPA2,FPA3) + ((r2)),((r2)+2) ,((02) +4) ~ (12) (r2)4+2,412)+4 

Type l/s Syntax 

T3 O FADR 12 
T3S 1 FADRS r2 

CR = O if result = 0 
1 ifresut > O 
2 if result <O 

3 abnormal conditions: 

— unnormalized operand (operation aborted) 
— arithmetic overflow (result exponent > or = 275) 
— arithmetic underflow (result exponent < —2!*) 

bit 0 1 4 5 B 9 10 11 14° #15 

1/10 0 1]/1 0 0 Ofo 1 | r? | Is 

1,63 



FAD Floating point addition (F.P.P. option) FAD P857M 

Syntax: [labe!]_. FAD[S] (*]U0 mI, 2] 

The floating point operand containad in the floating point accumulators 

FPA1, FPA2, FPA3 on the Floating Point Processor, is added to the 

floating point operand contained in three consecutive memory locations, 
the first one being indicated by the effective memory address. The sum 

is placed either in accumulators FPA1, FPA2 and FPA3 or in three 
consecutive memory locations pointed to by the effective memory 

addrass, depending on the state of the I/s indicator. 
An interrupt is generated by the Floating Point Processor when an abnor- 

mal condition occurs. CR is set to 3. 

Type Function 

T4.— (FPA1,FPA2,FPA3) +(m),(m +2), m+4)-> FPAI,FPA2,FPAS 
T4S  (FPA1FPA2,FPA3}+(m)dm+21,(m+4) + m,m4+2,m+4 
T5 — (FPA1,FPA2,FPA3} + ( m+ (r2}t,(m + (r2) + 2), (m + (12) + 4) - 

+ FPAT.FPA2,FPA3 
T5S (FPA1,FPA2, FPA3) + ( m + (r2)),(m + (r2) +2}, (m * (r2) + 4) = 

~ m+ (r2),m + (r2) +2, m + (r2) + 4 

TE (FPA1,FPA2,FPA3) + (¢m)),((m + 2)),((m + 4)) ~ FPA1,FPA2, FPA3 
T6S  (FPA1,FPA2,FPA3) + ((m)},((m + 2)),((m + 4)) -= (m), (m+ 2), (m+ 4) 
T? (FPA1,FPA2,FPA3) + ((m + (r2))),({m + (r2) + 2)),((m + (r2) + 4)) + 

+ FPA1 FPA2,FPA3 

T7S  — (FPA4,FPA2,FPA3) + (4m ~ (r2))),((m t (r2} + 2)),({m + (r2) + 4)) = 
— (m+ (r2)), (m + (r2) + 2), (m + (r2) + 4) 

Type MD irs Syntax 

T4 10 0 FAD m 
T4S =10 1 FADS m 
T5 10 0 FAD m,r2 
T5S 10 1 FADS m,r2 
T6 11 0 FAD* m 
T6S 11 1 FADS* m 
T? 11 0 FADS m,r2 
T7S~=11 1 FADS" m, r2 

Condition 
register: CR = O if result = O 0 

1 of result > O 

2 if result < O 
3 abnormal condition: 

— unnormalized operand (operation aborted) 

- arithmetic overflow (result exponent > or = 2'*) 
— arithmetic underflow (result exponent < —2?*) 

bit OY 1 1415 4 5 8 9 10 
— oo 1 {1 0 0 O| MO | 2 | ls 
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FSUR 
FSURS 

Floating point subtract/register FSUR 

{F.P.P. option) FSURS 
P857M 

Syntax: 

Condition 

register: 

[label] — FSURI[S]._ r2 

The floating point operand contained in three consecutive memory 

locations, the first ane being specified by r2, ts subtracted from the 

floating point operand in the three accumulators FPA1, FPA2 and 

FPA3 on the Floating Point Processor, The result is placed esther in 
FPA1, FPA2, FPAS or in three consecutive memory locations, 

depending on the state of the |/s indicator. 

An interrupt is generated by the Floating Point Pracessor when an 
abnormal condition occurs. CR ts set to 3. 

Type Function 

T3 (FPA1,FPA2 FPA) — ((r2)),((r2) + 2) ((r2) +4) —~- FPAT, FPA2,FPA3 
T3S = (FPA1,FPA2,FPA3)— ((r2)) 4(r2) + 2). ({r2) + 4) — (r2),(r2) + 2,(r2) + 4 

Type tis Syntax 

T3 0 FSUR- _r2 
T3S 1 FSURS 12 

CR = O if result = 0 

1 if result > O 

2 if result << O 

3 abnormal condition: 
— unnormalized operand (operation aborted) 

— arithmetic overflow (result exponent > or = 2!5) 
— arithmetic underflow (result exponent < —2?°) 

bit 0 1 4 5 8 9g 10. «+17 
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FSU 

Syntax: 

Condition 

register: 

Floating point subtract (F.P.P. option) FSU P857M 

(label]_. FSU[S] [*]U mf, 2] 

The floating point operand contained in three consecutive memory 
locations, the first of which is specified by the effective memory address, 
is subtracted trom the floating point operand present in three accumu- 
lators FPA1, FPA2 and FPA3 on the Floating Point Processor. The 
result is placed either in FPA1, FPA2 and FPA3 or in three consecutive 
memory locations pointed to by the effective memory address, depending 
on the state of the I/s indicator. An interrupt is generated by the Floating 
Point Processor when an abnormal condition occurs. 

Type Function 

T4 (FPA1,FPA2,FPA3} — (m),m+21,0 m+4)- FPA1,FPA2 FPA3 
T4S  (FPA1,FPA2,FPA3) —{m)4m+21,0m+4)— mm+2,m+4 
T5 ([FPA1,FPA2,FPA3) — { m 4 (r2)),(m + (r2) + 2),(m + (r2) + 4) — 

+ FPA1FPA2 FPA3 
T5S  {FPA1,FPA2,FPA3) — ( m + (r2)),{rm + (r2) + 2),(m + (r2}) + 4) > 

+ m+ (r2),m + (r2)+2,m + (r2) +4 

T6 (FPA1, FPA2,FPA3) — ({m)),¢(m + 2)},((m + 4))-> FPA1,FPA2,FPA3 
T6S (FPA1,FPA2,FPA3) — ((m)),({rm + 2)},((m + 4)) - (m),(m 4 2},(m + 4) 
T7 (FPA1,FPA2,FPA3) — ({rm + (r2))),¢(rm + (r2) + 2)),((m + (r2) + 4)) > 

~ FPA1 FPA2 FPA3 
T7S  (FPA1,FPA2,FPA3) — ((m + (r2}}) {rm + (r2} + 2}}, (4m + (r2) + 4)) = 

= {m+ (r2)), (rm + (r2) + 2), (mm + (r2) + 4) 

Type MD If Syntax 

T4 10 0 FSU) om 

T4S 10 1 FSUS m 

T5 10 0 FSU som,r2 

T5S 10 1 FSUS m, r2 
T6 11 0 FSU* m 

T6S 11 1 FSUS"’ m 

T? 11 0 FSU* m,r2 

TIS 11 1 FSUS’ m, r2 

CR = O if result = O 

1 if result > O 

2 sf result < O 

3 abnormal condition: 

— unnormalized operand (operation aborted) 
— arithmetic overflow {result exponent > or = 2!'*) 
— arithmetic underflow {result exponent < —2'') 

bit 0 1 4 5 8 Q 10 +11 14 #15 

1 yt Oo 0 1/1 0 1 Of MD | r2 | is 



FMUR Floating point multiply register FMUR P857M 

FMURS {F.P.P. option} FMURS 

Syntax: [label]. FMUR IS] UG r2 

The floating point operand contained in the floating point accumulators 

FPA1, FPA2, FPA is multiplied by the floating point operand present 

in three consecutive memory locations, the first one being indicated in r2. 

The result ts placed either in FPA1, FPA2, FPA3 or in three consecutive 
memory locations, pointed at by r2, depending on the state of the I's 

indicator. 

An interrupt is generated by the Floating Point Processor when an abnor- 
mal condition occurs, CR is set to 3. 

Type Function 

T3 (FPA1, FPA2 FPA) x ((r2)),((r2) + 2), ((r2) + 41+ FPA1,FPA2,FPA3 

T3S  (FPA1I,FPA2,FPA3) x ((r2)),((e2) + 2)((r2} + 4)-+ (r2b,(r2) + 2,{r2) + 4 

Type Iss Syntax 

T3 0 FMUR  r2 

T3S 1 FMURS 1r2 

Condition 

register: CR = O if result = O 
1 if result > O 

2 if result < O 
3 abnormal condition: 

— unnormalized operand (operation aborted) 

— arithmetic overflow (result exponent > or - 2'5) 
— arithmetic underflow (result exponent < —2'*) 

bit oO 1 4 85 8 9 1011 1415 
i}i1oorft 10 0/0 14 12 : 
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FMU Floating point muttiply (F.P.P, option) FMU PBS7M 

Syntax: [lapel] FMU[S] [°]._ ml, r2) 

The floating point operand contained in the floating point processor 

accumulators FPA1, FPA2, FPA3, is multiplied by the floating point 

operand present in three consecutive memory locations, the first of 
which is indicated by the effective memory address, The result is placed 

gither in FPA1, FPA2 and FPAGQ or tn three consecutive memory 

locations, pointed at by the effective memory address, depending on the 

state of the I/s indicator. 

An interrupt is generated by the Floating Point Processor when an abnor: 

mal condition occurs. CR is set to 3. 

Type Functron 

T4 (FPA1,FPA2,FPA3) x (rm ).m+21,0m+4) ~ FPA1,FPA2,FPA3 
T4S  (FPA1,FPA2,FPA3)x(m),(m+2)(m+4)-> mmt+2,m+4 
T5 (FPA1,FPA2,FPA3) x (m+ (r2)),{m + (r2) + 2),(m + (r2) + 4) - 

+ FPAI,FPA2, FPA3 
TSS = (FPA1,FPA2,FPA3) x ( m+ (r2)),fm + (2) + 2),(m + (r2}) + 4) - 

—- mt (r2), m+ (r2} + 2, m+ (r2) + 4 

T6 (FPA1,FPA2,FPA3) x ({rm}),((m + 2)),((m + 4}) - FPAT,FPA2,FPA3 
T6S  (FPA1,FPA2,FPA3) x ((m)),({m + 2)),((m + 4)) ~ (m),(m + 2),(m + 4) 
T? (FPA1,FPA2,FPA3) x ({m + (r2)))4(m + (£2) + 2)),((rmm + (r2) + 4)) > 

-- FPA1,FPA2,FPA3 
T7S  {FPAI,FPA2,FPAS} x (im + (r2))),((rm + (62) + 2)b, (dm + (r2p + 4}) > 

-- (m+ (r2)), (m+ (r2)+ 2), (rm + (r2) + 4) 

Type MO hs Syntax 

T4 10 0 FMU m 

T4S 10 1 FMUS m 

T5 10 0 FMU m, 12 

T5S 10 7 FMUS m,r2 

T6 11 0 FMUS m 

T6S 11 1 FMUS* m 

T?7 11 0 FMU* m,r2 

T7S 11 1 FMUS*® m,r2 

Condition 

register: CR = 0 ifresult= 0 
1 if result > O 

2 Hfresult < 0 

3 abnormal condition: 

— unnormalized operand (operation aborted) 

— arithmetic overflow (result exponent > or = 2)°) 
— arithmetic underflow (result expanent < —2'*) 

4 5 8 9 1 11 14 15 

1 

0 1 

1 1 0 0 1 1 Q Q MD r2 l/s : | Me __ | 
bit 
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FDVR Floating point divide /register FDVR Pas7M 
FDOVRS (F.P.P. option) FOVRS 

Syntax: [label]. u FOVA[S) Gc r2 

Tha floating point operand contained in the tloating point processor 
accumulators FPA1, FPA2, FPA2, is divided by the floating point 
operand present in three consecutive memory locations, the first of 

which is indicated by r2. 

The quotient is placed either in FPA1, FPA2, FPA3 or in three 

consecutive memory locations, pointed at by r2, depending on the 

state of the I/s indicator. 

An interrupt is generated by the Floating Point Processor when an 

abnormal condition occurs. CR is set to 3. 

Type Function 

T3 (FPA1, FPA2,FPA3) / ({r2}},(¢r2] + 2) .(¢r2) + 4) -- FPA1,FPA2,FPA3 

T3S (FPA, FPA2,FPA3) / ((r2}},((r2) + 2) ,((r2) + 4) -» (r2),(r2) + 2,(r2) + 4 

Type 1! Syntax 

T3 0 FDOVR- £2 

T3S 1 FDOVRS 12 

Condition 

register: CR = O ifresult = O 
1 if result > O 

2 if result < O 

3 abnormal condition: 

-- unnormalized operand (operation aborted] 
— arithmetic overflow (result exponent > of - 2'4) 
— arithmetic underflow (result exponent < —2)')} 
— Divisor = 0 

10 #11 14 15 bit OO 1 4 § 8 9 
1f1007]/11 1 0f0 1t{[ RP 

159



FOV Floating point divisson (F.P.P. option) FDV P857M 

Syntax: ‘label},, FOV{(S] [¢J]i. m[, r2] 

The floating point operand contained in the floating point processor 

accumulators FPAi, FPA2, FPA3, is divided by the floating point 

Operand present in three consecutive memory locations, the first one 

being pointed at by the effective memory address. The result is placed 

either in FPA1,FPA2,FPA3 or in the three consecutive memory 

locations pointed at by the effective memory address, depending on 

the stata af the |/s indicator. 

An interrupt is generated by the Floating Point Processor when an 

abnormal condition occurs. CR ts set to 3. 

Type Function 

T4 (FPA1,FPA2,FPA3) /(m)¢m+2)4m+4) + FPA1,FPA2,FPA3 
T4S = (FPA1,FPA2,FPA3) /(m)¢(m42)¢(m+t4) +m, m+2,m+4 
T5 (FPA1,FPA2,FPA3) / ( m + (r2)).{ m + (r2} + 2},( m+ (r2) + 4) - 

+» FPA1 FPA2 FPA3 
T5S = (FPA1,FPA2,FPA3) / ( m + (r2)).4 m + (F2) + 2),( m+ (r2) + 4) - 

— mm? {r2), m+ (r2) + 2, m + (r2) + 4: 

T6 (FPA1,FPA2,FPA3) / ((m)),({m + 2}).4(m + 4)) + FPA1,FPA2,FPA3 
TBS = (FPA 1,FPA2,FPA3) i ((m)) {Im + 2)},({m + 4)) -+ (m),(m + 2),(m + 4) 
T7 (FPAV,FPA2,FPA3) / ((rn + {r2})),( (rm + [r2) + 2b), ¢(rm + (r2) + 4)) > 

—- FPA1,FPA2, FPA3 
T7S (FPA1FPA2,FPA3) / ({m + (r21)),{(m + (r2} 4 2)),{m + (r2) + 4)) — 

-» {mm + (72)), {rm + (r2) + 2), (m + (r2) + 4) 

Type MOD LS Syntax 

T4 10 0 FOV m 
T4S 10 1 FOVS m 
TS 10 0 FOV m, 2 

T5S  =10 1 FOVS m,r2 
TB 11 0 FDV" m 
T6S 11 1 FDVS* m 

T? 11 0 FDV° m,r2 

T7S 11 1 FOVS* m,r2 

Condition 

register: CR = O if resule- O 

1 if result = O 

2 ifresultu< O 

3 abnormal candition: 

— unnommalized operand (operation aborted) 

— arithmetic overflow (result exponent > or = 2'*) 
— arithmetic underflow (result exponent < —2"* } 

- Divisor - 0 

bit 4 5 8 9 10 «41 14 15 Oo 1 
AL 001 1a 0 | MD | 12 iis 
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A Logical Instructions 

ANK , ANK P851M 
ANKL Logical AND with constant ANKL PES2M 

P856M 
P857M 

Syntax: [label} LDL ANK wird, k — T8 
[labef}u ANKL Url, Ik - 72 

Logical product 

Bit inr3orrt Bitin k or Ik Logical product 

0 0 0 
0 1 0 
1 0 0 
1 1 1 

T8 The logical product of k and the contents of bits B—15 of the register 

specified by r3 is placed in bits 8B—15 of r3. 
Bits O—7 of this register are set to 0. 

T2 The logical product of Ik and the contents of the register specified by 

rl is placed inr1. 

Type Function Syntax 

T8 (r3)q.y« nk-+ (35-1< 0 mad r3o-+ ANK rs, k 

T2 (ri) Alk = 11 ANKL rl, Ik 

Condition 

register: CR = O if result = O 
1 if result > O 

2 if result < O 

bit 0 1 4 § 7 8 15 

T8 ojo 1 oa0f 3 | k 

bit 0 1 4 5 8 9 10 11 Tr a a 

T2 {1 ]0 1 0 0 | r [Oo 1}/0 00 0;0 

Remark: 

* If T8, c3 must be # 0. If T2, 61 must be # 0. 
* Restricted to system mode if r1 = Al5. 
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ANR i , , ANR P851M 
ANRS Logical AND register register ANRS P852M 

P856M 
P857M 

Syntax: (label]L, ANR [*}.U0F1, r2 
{label}. ANRS rl, r2 

Logical product 

Bit ins Bit in 2nd operand Logical product 

¢) 0 0 
0 1 0 
1 0 0 
1 1 1 

The logical product of the contents of the register r1 and the contents of 

the register specified by r2 (direct addressing) or the contents of the 

memory address indicated in the register specified by r2 (indirect 
addressing) is stored in: 

— (direct addressing) : register specified by rl 
— (indirect addressing): either in register specified by r1 (I/s = 0) or in 

the memory address indicated in the register 
specified by r2 (l/s - 1). 

Type Function MO ffs Syntax 

TT! (r1) (72 p-- 41 00 0 ANR rl,r2 

T3 (r1) “\ ((r2)) + rt 01 0 ANR® £1, r2 
T3 (r4) *. ((r2)) = {r2} 01 1 ANRS 11, r2 

Condition 
reqister: CR = O if result = O 

1 if result > O 

2 if result < 0 

bit | 4 5 8 9 10,11 14 15 

1fo%1o0o0f 1 | mo | | Us 

Remark: 

* If T1, then rt must be ¥ 0. If T3, and |I’s # O then rl] must be # 0. 

" Restricted to system mode if rt = A115. 
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AN AN P851M 
ANS Logical AND ANS PB52M 

P856M 
P857M 

Syntax: [label]. os AN[S] [*]U1r1, m(, 2] 

Logical product 

Bitinr1 Bit in 2nd operand Logical product 

0 0 0 
0 1 0 
1 0 0 
] 1 1 

The logical product of the contents of the effective memory address and the 

contents of the register specified by r1, is placed in this register, when the 

I/s indicator O, or in the effective memory address, when |/s is 1. 

Type Function MO Ms Syntax 

T4 (rp AC im) -- rl 10 0 AN rl,m 
T4 (rt) Adm) - mM 10 1 ANS ri,m 
T5 (rt) Adm + (r2)) — 61 10 0 AN r1,m,r2 
T§ (rt) A€m + (r2)) + m + (r2) 10 1 ANS ri,m,r2 
T6 (r¥} Ad(m)) an al 11 0 ANS rl,m 

T6 (rt) Ad{m)) -+(m) 11 1 ANS* ri.m 
T? (rV}) Ad{m + (r2))) ~ 31 11 @) AN"  ri1,m,r2 
T? iret) AC(m + (r2))) —(m + (r2)) 17 1 ANS*® r1,m, r2 

Condition 

register: CR = O tf logical product = O 
1 if logical product > 0 

2 if logical product <. 0 

bit O 1 4 5 8 9 10 11 1415 
1/0100] © | mo | ~~ 2 | ls 

Remark: 

* If Ifs - O then rl must be # O, 

" Restricted to system mode if r1 = A15. 
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ORK “ype on ORK P651M 
ORKL Logical OR with constant ORKL PR5OM 

P856M 
PB57M 

Syntax: [label] LORK Wr3, k — T8 
[label) . ORKL — 1, Ik —T2 

Logical 

union: Bitin 3 orrt Bit in k or Ik Logical union 

0 0 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 1 
1 1 1 

T8 A logical OR is performed on the contents of bits 8—15 of the 
register specified by r3 and the value of the constant k. 
The result is placed in bits 8B—15 of the registar specified by 13. 
Bits O—7 of this register are set to zero. 

T2 A logical OR is performed an the contents of the register 
specified by rl and the value of the constant Ik. The result of 

this operation is placed tn the register specified by rl. 

Type Function Syntax 

T8 (r3)g-1s WK > 3y-52 (3y-- unchanged ORK 1r3,k 
T2 (r1) Vilk + 71 ORKL r1, Ik 

Condition 
register: CR = 0 if result = O 

1 if result > O 
2 if result << QO 

bit 0 1 4 5 ? 8 15 

Ta |O}oO 101] a | k 

bit 0 1 4 § 8 9 10 11 14 15 

Tm [1 [0101] «A {o 1/000 0]90 

Remark: 

* If Il’s = 0 then rl must be # 0. 
* Restricted to system mode if r1 = A15. 



ORR Loaical OR recister‘reaist ORR P851M 
ORRS g register ‘register ORRS P852M 

PB56M 
P857M 

Syntax: {label}. ORR [*).L 671,72 
[label] _, ORRS — ri, r2 

Logical 

union: Bitinrt Bit in 2nd operand Logical union 

0 Q 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 1 
1 1 1 

The logical OR of the contents of the 16-bit register specified by r1 and the 
contents of the 16-bit register specified by r2 {direct addressing) or the con- 

tents of the memory address indicated by the register specified by r2 {in- 

direct instruction) is placed: 

— {direct addressing) in the register specified by rl 

— (indirect addressing): either in the register specified by rJ (l/s = 0) or in 

the memory address indicated in the register 
specified by r2 {I/s = 1). 

Type Function MD f¢s Syntax 

T1 rl} r2)—> 71 00 0 ORR lir2 

T3 {rd} xe ((r2))-- 41 01 0 ORR®* 51,12 

T3 (rd) wv ((r2)) -» (2) 01 1 ORRS el,r2 

Condition 

register: CR = O if result = 
1 if result > O 

2 if result < O 

bit 0 4 5 8 9 1O 2417 14 15 

1fo1o1] : | mo | r2 | vs 

Remark: 

° If l’s = Othenrl must be # 0, 

* Restrict ed to system mode if rl = Al5. 



OR ; OR LY, 
ORS Logical OR ORS PBS2M 

P856M 
P857M 

Syntax: [label]. OR [S] [*}— r1, mf, 2) 

Logical 

union: Bitinr] Bit in 2nd operand Logical union 

0 0 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 1 
1 1 1 

The logical OR of the contents of the effective memory address and the 

contents of the register specified by r1 is placed either in the rl register, 

when I|/s bit = 0, or in the effective memory address, when I/s bit = 1. 

Type Function LID Ms Syntax 

T4 (ri)we(m) —~ rl 10 0 OR rijm 
T4 (ri) v(m) »m 10 1 ORS ri,m 
T5 (rt) ui im + (r2)p -> rf 10 0 OR rl,m,r2 
TS (ri)wim +(r2)) ~ m + (r2) 10 1 ORS ri,m,r2 
T6 (r1) v ((m)) —-r] 11 0 OR*® ri,m 
T6 (r1) ¥ ((m)) im] 11 1 ORS* ri,m 
T? (r¥) uv ((m + (r2))) + 41 11 0 OR*® i,m, r2 
T7 (rd) ve ((m + (r2))) drm + dr2)) 1 1 ORS" r1,m,r2 

Condition 

register: CR = O if result = 0 
1 if result > O 

2 if result < 0 

bit 0 1 4 5 8 9 10 11 14 15 

1 | 0 101 | r |} MD | r2 [us 

Remark: 

* +1 must be # 0. 

” Restricted to system mode ifr? = A15. 



xXRK , ; XRK P851M 
XRKL Exclusive OR with constant XRAKL PBSIM 

P8S56M 
PB857M 

Syntax: [label]. XRK —r3, k - 78 

[label]_U XRKL — rt, Ik - T2 

Exclusive 

OR: Bit inr3orr) Bitin k or tk Exclusive OR 

0 @) 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 1 
1 1 8 

T8 The exclusive OR on tho contents of bits 8—15 of the register 
specified by r3 and the value of k is placed tn the register specified 

by r3. 

Bits O—7 of this register remain unchanged. 
T2 The exclusive OR on the contents of the register specified by r1 

and Ik is placed tn the register specified by rJ. 

Type Function Syntax 

T8 (r3}y-3. % Kw By -ye | PS0-4 unchanged XRK_ 3,k 
T2 (rd} Yik- 1 XRK rl, tk 

Condition 

register: CR = O ifresult- O 
1 if result > 0 

2 tf result << O 

bit QO 1 4 5 7 8 15 

Ta | O;O 11 0] Ff | k 

bit Oo 1 4 5 8 9 10.—=CO«W1: 14 15 

1/0 1 1 04 ry lo 1/000 0]0 

Remark: 

* rl and r3 must be ¥ 0. 
* Restricted to system made if r1 = A15. 
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xR . XR PB51M 
XRS Exclusive OR XRS PB52M 

P856M 
P857M 

Syntax: [label]_ XRIS] (*]Ort, m[, r2] 

Exclusive 

OR: Bit in rl Bit in 2nd operand Exclusive OR 

Q 0 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 1 
1 1 0 

The exclusive OR of the contents of the effective memory address and the 

contents of the register specified by r1 is placed either in the register 

specified by r?, when the I/s bit = O or in tha effective memory address, 
when 1/5 = 1. 

Type  Funetion MO tA Syntax 

T4 {ri} v(m ) aa 10 0 XR rl1j.m 
T4 ir1} v(m ) -~ mM 10 1 XRS rl,m 
T5 (cp etm + (¢2)) -- £1 10 0 XR rl,m,r2 

T5 (rt) (em + (r2)) — m + (r2) 10 1 XRS  ri,m, r2 
T6 iri] 7 ({m)) +r] 11 0 XR* ri,m 
T6 (rt) 4 Cim)) —+(m) 11 1 XRS" r1,m 
T? (rd) vd{m = + (r2))) + 31 11 0 XR* cl,m,r2 
T? (rtp dim = + (f2))) --(m + (r2)) 11 1 XRS" ¢1,m, r2 

Condition 

register: CR = O ifresult = 0 
1 if result > O 

2 Wresult < 0 

bt QQ 1 4 § 8 9 10 #11 14 15 

2 | I/s 

Remark: 

* 11 must be # Q, 

* Restricted to system moue if rl = Al5, 
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XRR Exclusive OR register /register ARR P8SIM XRRS USIVE TIEY POGISLOF IEG! XRRS P852M 
P856M 
P857M 

Syntax: (label}JL_: XRR [*).U rt, r2 

(label}]_. XRRS G1, r2 

Exclusive 

OR: Bit ine Bit in 2nd operand Exclusive OR 

0) 0 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 1 
1 1 0 

The exclusive OR of the contents of the 16-bit register specified by rt and 
the contents af the 16-bit register specified by r2 (direct addressing) or the 

contents of the memory address indicated in the register specified by r2 
(indirect addressing) are placed as follows: 

— (direct addressing) : in the register specified by r1 
— (indirect addressing): either in the register specified by r1 (l/s = 0) or 

in the memory address indicated by the register 
specified by r2 (ifs = 1). 

Type Function MO ffs Syntax 

TI (ri)v(r2) —~ rf 00 0 XRR- ort,r2 
T3 (rl) ¥ ((r2)) - rf 01 0 XRR* £1,162 
T3 (r1) v ((r2)) — (r2) 01 1 XRRS 1,12 

Condition 
register: CR = O if result = 0 

1 if result > O 

2 ifresult << 0. 

bit O61 5 8 9 10 11 14 15 4 

1 [0 11°07 rl | MO | r2 | Is 

Remark: 

* rl must be # O. 

* Restricted to system mode if rl = AlS. 
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™ 

Syntax: 

Condition 

register: 

Test mask 

[label]. TM ri, 12 

™ P8S1M 
P852M 
PBS6M 
P857M 

The logical product {AND) of the contents of the register specified by r1 

and the contents of the register specified by r2 is compared to zero. 

The result of the comparison is stored in the condition register. 

The contents of the register specified by r1 and r2 remain unchanged. 

Type Function 

T1 (irl) “ (r2)] +O ~ CR 

CR = O if result = 0 

1 if result > O 

2 if result < O 

bit 4 5 8 14 15 0 1 

1}o 1 0 0] r1 r2 | 1 

Remark: 

* rl must be # 0. 

* Restricted to system mode if rl = A159. 
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a TNM | Test not mask a TNM | P651M 

P852M 
PBS6M 
P857M 

SYNtax: {label}. , TNM..171, 2 

The exclusive OR of the contents of the register specified by rl and the 
contents of the register specified by r2 is compared with zero. The result 
of the comparison is stored in the condition register. 7 

The initial contents of the register specified by 11 and the register specified 
by r2 remain unchanged, 

Type Function 

TI [{r¥} v (r2}] -O-» CR 

Condition 

register: CR = O if result = O 

1 if result > O 

2 if result << O 

bit 0 1 4 5 8 9 10 #11 14 15 

1{o1 10] r | 0 o | 12 [1 

Remark: 

" rl must be # 0. 

* Restricted to system mode if 11 = A115. 
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Syntax: 

Conditian 
register 

Tastand Set Bit TSB P853 
” Pg54 

P858 
P859 

flabel] TSB[*] m[.r2] 

This instruction tests a br in a bitsiring. sets the condition register to the 
value of that bit, and sets the bit to 1. 
The address of the first character of the bitstring is the instruction operand, 
found as follows: 

Type adaress 

T4 m 
TS m+ (r2) 

T6 (™) 
T? (mn + (r2)) 

The bit position in ihe string must be specified in register A2: 
IN addressing the operand it is used as shown below: 

0 12 13 15 

ag | D | 8 | 

The bit displacement A2q9_15 15 split up in the character displacement D and 
the bit number B 

The function of the instruction 15: 

Type Function Mode Syntax 

T4 (m+D)g + CR 10 TSB m 
1 ~ (m+ Dip 

TS (m+(r2}+D)g+CR 10 TSB mre 
1 ~ (m+ (r2}+ Og 

T6 \(m)+OjR ~ CA 11 TSB° om 

1 + ((m) +D)p 
17 ((m + (r2))+D)g ~ CR 11 TSB* m,r2 

1 + ((m+4(r2)) + Dg 

CR =O if tested bit was 0 
CR = 1 if tested bit was 1 

bit Oo 1 45 8 9 10 11 14 #15 

[1 ]1 0 © ofo o 0 Of mode | r2 | | 
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TSBR 

Syntax: 

Condition 
ragistar: 

Test and Test Bt/A TSBR P853 estand Test Bit / Aagistar Pasa 

P858 
P859 

[label] TSBR r2 

This instruction tests a bit in a bitstring. sets the condition register 10 the 
value of that bit. and sets the bit to 1. 
The address of the first character of the string 1s contained in the register 
specilied by r2. 
The bit position in the string must be specif ed in register A2; in adcrassing 
tne operand it is used as shown below: 

0 12 13 15 

A2 | D | 6 

The dit displacement A2g.15 15 split up in the character displacement D and 
the bit number B 

The function of the instruction is: 

Type Function 

T3 ((r2)+D)p + CR 
1 =~ ((12)+D)p 

CR=0 if the tested bit was 0 
CR = 1 if the tested bit was 1 

bit Oo 1 45 8 9 10 11 4° 06«15 

|i |1 0 0 ofo 0 0 lo 1| 2 | 1 
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a TRB | Test and Reser Bil TRB P853 
P854 
P858 
P859 

Syax [label] TRB[*| m[.r2] 

This instruction tests a bil in a oilstring, Sets the condition reg:ster to the 
value of that bit, and resets the dit to O 
The address ol the first character of the bitstring 1s the instruction operand, 

founc as follows: 

Type Address 

T4 m 

T5 m+ (r2) 
T6 (Mm) 
T? (m +(r2)) 

The bit position in the string must be specilied in reg:ster A2: in addressing 

the oparand 111s used as shown below. 

0 12 13 15 

A2 | D | B 

The oil displacement A2o.15 is split up in the character displacement D and 
the bit number B. 

The function of the instruction is: 

Type Function Mode Syntax 

T4 (m+Dig + CR 10 TAB Mm 
0 ~i(m-+D)p 

T5 (m+ (r2)+D)gB-CR 10 TRB m,r2 
0 ~im+(r2)+ D)g 

T6 ((m)+D)g ~ CR 11 TRB- om 
0 — ((m)+ Dig 

T? ((m + (r2))+ D)p - CA 1 TRB* = myr2 

O +((m4(r2i} + Oe 

Condition 

register CR = O1t tested sii was O 
CRe1if tested bit was 1 

mit QO 1 4 5 8 9 10 11 Ww 615 

11 {1 0 © Jo 0 0 O| mae | 12 {4 | 
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| TRBR 

Syntax. 

Condition 
register: 

Test and Reset Bi! / Aagister 

[label] TRBR r2 

TRBR P8353 
P854 
P858 
P859 

This instruction tests a bitin a bitstring, sets the concitian register io the 
value of that bit, and resets the bil to 0. 
The address of the first character of the sinng is contained in the register 
specifiad by r2 

The bit position in the string must be specified in register A2; in addressing 
ihe operand it is used as shown below: 

0 

A2 | D 

The br displacement A2g. 15 is Split up in the character displacement D and 
the bit number B. 

The function of the instruction is: 

Type Funcron 

T3 ((r2)+D)p ~ CA 
0 ~ ((r2)+D)g 

CH -O if the tested bil was 0 
CA = 1if the tested bil was 1 

bit Oo 1 45 8 9 10 11 

0 alo 1] 
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[| me 

Syntax. 

Condition 
regisiar 

Test Bit 

[iabel] TB[*) m[.r2) 

TB P853 
P854 
P858 
P&59 

This instruction tests a bit in a bitstring. and sets 1ne condition register to the 
value of that bit 
Tne address of the first character of the bitstring is tho instruction operand, 
found as follows. 

Address 

m 
m + (2) 

(m) 
(m + (62)) 

The bil position in the string must be specified in register A2; in addressing 
the operand itis used as shown below: 

Ae 

0 

| 0 

The bit displacement A2p_45 15 split in the character displacement D and 
the bit number 6. 

The function al ine instructian is: 

Type 

T4 
T5 
T6 
17 

dit 

Function ‘Jode Syntax 

(m+D)g +CR 10 TR Om 
(m+ (r2) + Ojg + CR 10 TB m.r2 

((m)+D)_ ~ CR 11 TB’ om 
((m+ir2}}+ D)p + CR 1 TB’ omr2 

CR =O if tested bit was O 
CR =: 11 tested bil was 1 

0 1 45 8 9 10 11 14 15 

[1 ]|1 0 1 ofo a oO Of moce | 2 to. | 
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TBR 

Syntax: 

Candition 
register 

Test Bit / Regist TBR P853 it / Register Pasa 

P858 
PB859 

[label] TBR re 

Tnis instruction tests a dit in a bitstring. sets the condition register ta the va- 
lue of that bit. 
The addrass of the first character of the String is contained in the register 
specified by r2 
The bit position in the string must be specified in register A2; in acdressing 

the oporand itis used as shown below: 

0 12 13 ie) 

A2 | O | 8 | 

The bit displacement A2g.15 15 split up in the character displacement D and 
the bit number B 

The function of the instruction 1s: 

Type Function 

T3 (('2)+ DO)g + CR 

CR =O If the tested bit was 0 
CR = 1 f the tested bit was 1 

45 8 9 10 11 14 15 01 
}1]1 0 1 Of 0 © 0 ofo 1| r2 | 1 | 

bit 
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5 Character Handling Instructions 

ECR Exchange characters register /register ECR P351M 
P852M 
P856M 
P857M 

Syntax: [label]. ECR Vr, r2 

The left and right-hand characters contained in the register specified by r2 
are exchanged and then placed in the register specified by rt. 
The old contents of the register specified by r2 are not changed. 

Type Function 

T1 (r2))-~ 61, and (r2).- 01) 

Condition 
register: Unchanged 

bit 0 1 4 § 8 9 10. «+17 14 15 

1} 110 0] r] | 0 0 | r2 | 0 

Remark: 

“ r1 must be # 0, 
* Restricted to system mode if r1 = A15. 
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LCK Load character with constant LCK P851M 
P852M 
P356M 
P857M 

Syntax: [label]_, LCK rt, Ik 

The left-hand character (bits O—7) of the constant Ik is copied to bits 8—15 
(right-hand character) of the register specified by r1. 
Bits O—? of r1 remain unchanged. 

Type Function 

T2 Ik) ri, 

Condition 

register: Unchanged 

bit 0 1 4 5 8 9 10 17 14 1§ 

1/1 10 0] r }o 1/0 00 0]0 

Remark: 

* 1 must be # 0. 
* Restricted ta system mode if rl = A115. 



LCR Load character ‘register LCR P851M 

PB52M 
PBS6M 
PB57M 

Syntax: [label] LCR — 1, r2 

The right-hand (odd address) 8-bit contents or the left-hand (even address) 
8-bit contents of the effective memory aduresses, specified in 12, substitute 

the least significant 8 bits of the register specified by rl. 

Bits O—7 of rl remain unchanged. 

Type Function 

T3 ((r2)) 4, - rl, 

Condition 

register: Unchanged 

bit 0 1 4 § 8 9 10 11 14 15 

1}1 1 00] rt | 0 1 | r2 | 0 

Remark: 

* rl must be ¥ O. 
* Restricted to system made if rl - A15. 



LC 

Syntax: 

Condition 

register: 

Load character 

[label] U LC[*}].V 11, m{, r2] 

LC P851M 
P&52M 
P856M 
PB57M 

This instruction allows to transfer the right-hand character of the contents 
of the effective memory address (odd address) or the left-hand character 
(evan address) to bits 8B—15 of the register specified by r1. 
Bits O—7 of rl remain unchanged, 

Type Function MOD Syntax 

T4 (Mm My, =r, 10 LC i,m 
T5 (m + (r2h)j;, 7+ rl, 10 LC =—rl,m, r2 
TE ((m)) tf, +1, 11 LC" i,m 
17 (rm + (ry + 01, 11, LC® ot, 12 

Unchanged 

bit 0 1 4 5 8 9 10. 11 14 15 

1{1 100] #1 | MD 12 | 0 

Remark: 

" 1 must be # 0. 
* Restricted to system made if rl » A15. 
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SCR 

Syntax: 

Condition 
register: 

Store character/register 

{label} . SCR Url, r2 

PB57M 
P852M 
P856M 
P857M 

The least significant bits of the register specified by ¢1 replace the right- 

hand (odd address) or the left-hand (even address) & bit contents of the 

effective memory address indicated by r2, 

Type Function 

T3 (rth. > (r2),4 

Unchanged 

bit 1 4 § 8 9 14 «15 0 
1]/1 100] r | 0 r2 

Remark: 

* ¢1 must be # 0, 

" Restricted to system mode if r1 = A15. 
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sc 

Syntax: 

Condition 

register: 

Store character SC P851M 
P852M 
P856M 
PB57M 

[label], ,SC[*).. 1, m[, r2] 

The seast significant 8 bits of the register specified by rl, when address is 

odd, replace the right-hand 8 bits of the contents of the effective memory 
address or the left-hand 8 bits, when the address is even. 
The unaffected half of the address remains unchanged. 

Type Function MO — Syntax 

T4 (r1)p -- m,c/l 10 SC i,m 
T5 (rVip - m+ (r2) Ur 10 SC rl,m, 12 
T6 Wp = (m) eft 11 SC* rl,m 
T? IrVp — (rm + (r2)) Ur 11 SC° r1,m, 2 

Unchanged 

Rit 4 §5 8 9 10. =—«*11 14 «15 0 1 
Vf to 10 0] 1 | MD] e ‘| 

Remark: 

> ri must be ? QO. 

* Restricted to system mode if rl = A15. 
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CCK Compare character with constant CCK PBS1M 
P852M 
P856M 
P857M 

Syntax: (label}.U CCK Ur, tk 

Bits 8—15 (the right-hand character) of the register specified by r1 are 

compared with bits O—7 (the left-hand character) of the constant Ik. 
The most significant bit of a character is not a sign bit. The result of the 
comparison is stored in the condition register. 

Type Function 

T2 (rp, ~ Ik, “> CR 

Condition 

register: CR = Q if (rth, = Ik, 
1 if (rt}.> Ik, 

2 Ifdrib< Ik 

bit 0 1 4 § 8 9 10 11 14 «15 

1f{t ao 7 | rf }o 1/0 00 0)1 

Remark: 

* +1 must be # 0. 
* Restricted to systern mode if rl = A15. 
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CCR Compare character/register CCR P851M 
P852M 
PBS6M 
P857M 

Syntax: [label] J CCR U1, 2 

The 8 least significant bits of the register specified by r1 are compared with 
the right-hand (if odd address) or left-hand (if even address) 8 bits of the 

contents of the effective memory address indicated in r2. 
The result of the comparison is stored in the condition register. 
The most significant bit of a character is considered not to be a sign bit. 

Type Function 

T3 (r1), = (r2))yr, -* CR 

Condition 
register: CR ~ O if (rt), = (r2))) 7, 

Tif (et), > (r2bby, 
2 if Cr), < M2), 

bit 4 § 8 9 10 11 14 15 

prot rl | 0 1 | r2 | 1 

Remark: 

* rl must be # 0. 

* Restricted to system mode if rl = ANS. 
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CC 

Syntax: 

Condition 

register: 

Compsre characters 

[label] CC (*]_U 171, m[, r2] 

CC 

The 8 least significant bits of the register specified by r] are compared with 
the right-hand character of the contents af the effective memory address 
(odd address) or with the left-hand character of the contents of the effective 
memory address (evan address). 

The result of tha operation is stored in the condition register. 

The most significant bit of a character is considered not to be a sign bit. 

Type Function MOD Syntax 

T4 (rip (Mm Vir 10 CC ri.m 

T5 (ri}p se (mM + (r2)hi/p ~CR 10 CC ri,m,r2 
T6 (rtp = ((m)) if -CR 11 CC* r1,m 
T? (Mp ee ((m + (r2}))i/p > CR 1 CC* r1,m, r2 

CR 0 it (r1)p = (2nd operand)|/, 

1 if (rl), > (2nd operand)|/, 

2 if (r)p < (2nd operand) /, 

bit 0 1 4 § 9 10 11 14 15 

ryt vor) r] | MO | r2 | 1 

Remark: 

* ¢1 must be ¥ O. 

“ Restricted to system mode if r1 = A158. 
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6 Branch Instructions 

The branch instructions AB, ABL, ABR, ABI, RB and RF branch to an address or the 
contents of an address or register when a certain condition is fulfilled. If that condition 

does not arise the program determines the next instruction to be executed. 

The condition is given by a number from 1 through 7 or by one or two letters. 
The following table gives a survey: 

Condition Notation 

Cond. reg. (cnd) 

contents | GENERAL | ARITHM. COMPARE Re) 

0 {0} (Z) Zero - (E) Equal (A) Accepted 
1 (1) {(P} Pos. (G) Greater (R}) Refused 
2 (2) (N} Neg. (L} Less _ 
3 (3) (O) Overfl. — (U) Unknown 

NOT — Condition 

#0 (4} (NZ) Not Zero | (NE) Not Equal (NA) Not Accepted 
#1 (5) {NP} Not Pos. | (NG) Not Greater | [NR) Not Refused 

42 (6) INNS Not Neg. | (NL} Not Less _ 

n.s. (7) Unconditional 

Note: 

The instruction counter P always points to the next instruction to be executed. Wherever 
in the description tha notation (P) + 2 (or 4) appears, the hardware function is meant. 
When the following program must be assernbled calculate the displacement tn locations 

as follows: 

BEGIN EQU ° 
HLT 

LDK A1,/O00A 

SUK A12 
RF(Z) *%+4 
RB e—q 

ABL »—B 

END START 

where °+4 refers to ABL 

«.-4 refers to SUK 

«—§ refers to LOK 

When the same program is to be put in memory with the toggle switches the value tor 
RF(Z} *+4 1s 5002 and not 5004 as the P-register ts already pointing to the next 
INStructton, 
The value for RB *+—4 must be 5F06 and not 5FO04, as the P-register is already pointing 
to the next instruction, 
The address in the ABL instruction must be the relative address pointing to LDK. 
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The values put in memory for the program listed above must be: 

207F START HLT 
010A LDK At,/O00A 
1902 SUK Al,2 
$002 RF{Z) «+4 
5F06 RB o—4 
8F20 ABL *—8 
0002 

ENO START



AB 7 AB P851M 
ABL Absolute conditional branch ABL PB52M 

P856M 
P857M 

Syntax: [label]., AB {(cnd)]W k — TB 
(label]_ ABL [(cnd)]— Ik — T2 

This instruction means that the next instruction to be executed is found 

either at the address specified by the constant (k indicating one of the first 
256 addresses of the memory, Ik being specified in the word following the 
instruction} or in normal sequence, depending on the (cnd) and the contents 

of the condition register. 
If (cnd) is equal to (7) the next instruction is at the effective mamory 

address. Note that if {cnd) is omitted, the default value is (7). 
The least significant bit in either constant, is always zero (word addressing). 
See also table and note on page 6.0.1. 

Effective Type Function 
branch: TB k-~-P 

T2 Ik — P 

No branch: Type Function 

T8 (P) +2 P 

Condition 

register: Unchanged 

bit QO 1 4 § ? 8 14 15 

TB 0/000 1] cND |. k | 0 

bit O 1 4 5 7 8 9 10 11 1415 
T2 |1 [0 0 01] CND Yj o 1;0 00 0[0 
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ABR Absolute conditional branch to register ABR P851M 
P852M 
P856M 
P857M 

Syntax: [label]... ABR [(end)) [*]_ 2 

This instruction indicates that the address of next instruction to be executed 
is found either in the register specified by r2 or at the memory address 
indicated by the register or in normal sequence depending on (cnd) and the 
contents of the condition register. 
If (end) = (7), the next instruction is at the affective memory address 

(unconditional branch). 
If (cnd} is omitted, the defautl value is (7). 

see also table and note on page 6.0.1. 

Effective Type Function MO iss Syntax 

branch: TI (12)-P 00 ns. ABRicnd) 12 
T3 ((r2)} + P 01 0 ABRicnd)* r2 

No branch: Type Function MO bs 

T1 (P)+2—+P 00 ns. 
T3 (P)+2>P 01 0 

Condition 

register: Unchanged 

bit 0 1 4 5 7 8 9 10 11 14 15 

1}0 0 0 1 CND YA MD | r2 | 0 
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ABI Absolute branch indirect ABI P851M 
P852M 
P856M 
P857M 

Syntax: [label] ABI [(cna)] [J m{[, r2] 

The address of the next instruction to be executed 1s found either at the 

effective memory address or in the next instruction, depending on (cnd} 
and the contents of the condition register. 

If (cnd) = (7) (see below) the instruction branched to is always at the 
effective memory address (unconditional branch). 
In all other cases the program must first fulfil a condition before the 
branch takes place. If (cnd) is omitted, the default value is (7). 
See also table and note on page 6.0.1. 

Effective Type Function MOD Syntax 

branch: T4 (m) + Pp 10 ABl(cnd}) m 
T5 (m +(62)) -» P 10 ABl(cnd) =m, r2 

T6 («{m)) +P 11 ABl(cnd)* m 
T7 ((m_ + (r2))) + P 11 ABl(cnd)”  m,r2 

No branch: Type Function MO 

T4 (P)+4—>P 10 
TS (P}+4-—P 10 
T6 (P)+4—+P 11 
T? (P)+4-+>P 11 

Condition 

register: Unchanged 

bit | 4 § 7 8 Q9 10 11 14 15 

1}o 001] crn YY mo | r2 | 0 
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RF 

Syntax: 

Condition 
reqister: 

Relative forward conditional branch RF P851M 

P852M 

P856M 

P857M 

[lapel} RF [(cnd}]_m 

This instruction indicates that the next instruction to be executed is found 

either at the effectiva mamory address or in normal sequence, depending 
on (cnd} and the contents of the condition register. If (cnd) = {7} the next 
instruction can be found at the effective memory address (unconditional 
relative branch). 

If (cnd) is omitted, the default value of (7) is assumed. 

The assembler calculates from the effective memory address, a displace- 

ment D relative (forwards) to the current value of the instruction counter 
(P}. This value is stored in bits 8—15 of the instruction as a positive number. 
Thus tts maximum ts 255. In programming terms, this means that this 
instruction can only be used to branch by © 128 words. 

see also table and note on page 6.0.1. 

Type Function 

T8 (P}+2+DO-P (branch effective) 

T8 (P} +2 ~P (no branch) 

Example: 

RF(Z) END 
RF(3) #412 

Unchanged 

bit Oo 1 14 16 



RB 

Syntax: 

Condition 
register: 

Relative backwards conditional branch RB P851M 
P852M 

P856M 
P857M 

[label]. 1 RB [(cnd)] O m 

This instruction means that the next instruction to be executed is found 

either at the effective memory address or in normal sequence, depending 

on (cnd) and the contents of the condition register. If (cnd) = (7) the next 
instruction to be executed is found at the effective memory address. 

If (cnd) is omitted, the defaut value of (7) is assumed. 

The assembler calculates from the effective memory address, a displace. 

ment D relative (backwards) to the current value of the instruction counter 
(P). This value is stored in bits 8—15 of the instruction as a positive number. 

Thus its maximum is 255. In programming terms, this means that this 
Instruction can only be used to branch backwards by = 128 words. 

It should be noted that 

— RB (end) VU" 

is equivalent to branch to itself and causes a continuous loop. 

See also table and note on page 6.0.1. 

Type Funcuon 

T8 (P}+2—O-+P (branch effective) 

TB (P} +2 ~P (no branch) 

Example: 
RB(4) LABEL 
RB(NE) «—2 

Unchanged 

bit Oo 1 45 7:8 14.15 
o {1 o 1 1 {fend | dD | 0 
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CF Call function CF P851M 

Syntax: (label)... CF a rl ’ Ik 

This instruction provides a link to a subroutine by storing successively the 

contents of the P-register and the program status word (PSW) in a memory 
stack. The PSW contains, amongst other things, the priority level and 
condition register. The stack pointer is held in the register specified by r1 

and is automatically updated. Then a branch is made to the address 

specified by Ik, 

The subroutine must be terminated by an RTN instruction to branch back 

to the main program. 

Type Function 

T2 (P) - (ri) drt) —2— 61 
(PSW) — (r1),{r1) -—2- 11 
ik —-?P 

Condition Unchanged. !ts contents shows the result of a previous operation and is 
register: stored in the memory stack for use on return from the subroutine. 

bit 8 9 10 11 14 15 

1 

0 1 4 § 
7 ee fo 1/000 0] 

Remark: 

An interrupt ‘stack overflow’ is generated when r1=- A15 and the word 
address reached by the pointer= </100, Bit 13 is set in PSW. 

* rl must be # 0. 

* Restricted to system mode if r1 - A115. 

The system stack and user stack are both built towards the lower 

addresses. 

P is stored first and next PSW. 

> 
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CFR Call function register CFR | PB51M 
P852M 
P856M 

| PB57M 

Syntax: [label]... CFR[*J_ 1, r2 

This instruction provides a link to a subroutine by storing successively the 

contents of the P-register, which points to the next instruction of the main 
pragram, and the contents of the program status word (PSVW} in a memory 
stack. The PSV contains, amongst other things the prionty tyvel and the 
condition register. The stack pointer held in the register specified by r1 is 
automatically updated by decreasing the stack pointer by 2, as the stack 

pointer is filled from the higher address towards the lower address. 

Next a branch is made to the effective memory address specified by the 

contents of a register specified by r2. 

The subroutine must be terminated by an RTN instruction to branch back 

to the main program. 

Type Function A§D Syntax 

T1,T3 (P) {rij irt}—2 orf 
(PSW) ~- (ri) drt) 2-+ rf 

then: 

T1 (r2)-P 00 CFR rl, r2 
T3 {(12)) — P 01 CFR* ri? 2 

Condition Unchanged. Its contents shows the result of a previous operation and is 

register: stored in the memory stack for use on return from the subroutine, 

bit 0 1 4 5 g8 9 10 ~=#11 14 15 

ees rt } MD | 12 iz 

Remark: 

* An interrupt ‘stack overfiow is generated when r1- A15 and the word 

address reached by the pointer - </100. Bit 13 in the PSW is set to 1. 

> 1 must be # 0. 

° Restricted to system mode if rl - Al5. 

1g! 



CFI 

Syntax: 

Condition 
register: 

Call function indirect CFI PB51M 

P852M 

P856M 

PBE7M 

[iabel]__ CFI(*] Url, mf, 2] 

The instruction provides a link to a subroutine by storing successively the 
contents of the P-register, which points to the next instruction of the main 
program, and the contents of the program status word (PSW) in a memory 
stack. The PSW contains, amongst other things, the priority level and 
candition register. The stack pointer held in the register specified by r1 is 
automatically updated by decreasing the stack pointer by 2, as the stack 
pointer is filled from the higher address towards the lower address. 
Next a branch is made to the contents of the effective memory address, 

1.e. the subroutine which has to be executed. 

The subroutine must be terminated by an RTN instruction to branch back 

to the main program. 

Type Function MD ~ Syntax 

T4,T5 = (P) — (r1) (ri) —2-> cl na. 
T6,77 {PSW) -» (r1) rf} —-2— oI n.g. 

then: 

T4 (m) » P 10 CF! ri,m 

T5 (m +(r2)) —P 10 CFI ri.m, r2 
T6 (¢(m}) ~ P 11 CFI* r1,m 
T? (Im + (r2)}} + P 11 CFI* r1,m,r2 

Unchanged. Its cantants shows the result of a previous aperation and is 
stored in the rnemory stack for use on return from subprogram, 

bit 4 5 8 9 10 11 14 «(15 

ia rf | mo | r2 | 1 

Remark: 

* An interrupt ‘stack overflaw’ is generated when r1= A15 and the word 
address reached by the pointer = </100. Bit 13 of the PSW is set to 1. 

* rt must be + 0, 
" Restricted to system mode if r1 = A15S. 
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RTN Return from function (Al... Ald) RIN P85 1M 

Syntax: 

Condition 

register: 

[label] RTN G r2 

P852M 
P856M 
P85 7M 

This instruction allows the retum from a subroutine to the main program. 

It must be the last instruction of such a routine. The instruction reloads 

the P-register and CR-register which have previously been loaded into a 

memory stack by a Call Function instruction, 

Type Function 

T3 (r2)4+2 +72 

((r2)) + PLR 

((r2))._. +» CR 

(r2)+2 + £2 
({r2)) —-P 

Reloaded trom stack, bits 6 and 7 of the PSW — CR. 

bit 1 10 11 15 0 4 § g 9 
1}1 1 1 0/0 00 o]0 1] 

14 

r2 [0 

Remark: 

r2 must be # O. 
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RTN 

Syntax: 

Retucn from function (A715) 

(label)_, RTN _ A15 

aT P851M 
P852M 
PBS6M 
P857M 

This instruction allows the return from an interrupt routine, a trap routine 

ur subroutine, It must therefore be the last instruction of that routine. The 

instruction reloads the PSW and P-register which have previously been 
loaded into a memory stack by a Call Function instruction. The stack - 
pointer A15 15 automatically updated. 

On the P852M bit 9 of the PSW (ENB) is always set to 1. On the other 
computers bit 9 must be set, if required. 
Note: By forcing bit 15 of the PSW to 1, the user may switch the machine 

from system mode to user mode (PB51M, P8S6M and P857M). 

Type Function (P852M) Function fother) 

T3 {A15) + 2 - Al5 (A15) +2 - AIS 

({415)} 0-5 -- PLR ((A15)} O—5 + PLR 

((A15)) 6,7 ~ CR ((A15)}) 6,7 ~ CR 
bit 9 Is set to 1 ~ ENB ((A15)) 9 -- ENB 

SU bit does not exist ({A15)) 15 -- SU 

(A15) +2 A15 (A15)+ 2 - AI5 

({A15)) -» P {(415)) — Pp 

bit 0) 1 4 5 10 +17 14 «15 

1}1 17 1 0[0 0 0 of0 1/1 1 1° 1/10 

Remark: 

r2 must be 2 QO.



EXR Execute register EXR P851M 
P852M 
PB56M 

» P8S7M 

Syntax: (label]L. EXR(*]., 2 

This instruction exacutes the instruction inr2 (T 1} or pointed to by the 

contents of r2 (T3). r2 may not contain a double word instruction, a CF 
instruction, RTN instruction or another EXR, EX or EXK instruction, 

Type Function MD Syntax 

T1 (12) 1s executed 00 EXR r2 

T3 {(r2)) is executed 01 EXR* 2 

Condition CR is set by the instruction in (r2). 
register: 

bit 0 1 4 5 8 9 10 «(17 14 15 

avfto1 1070 0 0 0} md | 2 ‘a 



EXK 

Syntax: 

Condition 

register: 

Execute constant 

(label]_. EXK W Ik 

This instruction performs the operand instruction contained in Ik. 

EXK PB51M 
P852M 
P856M 
P857M 

The memory address may not contain a double word instruction, a CF 
instruction, RTN instruction or another EXK, EX or EXR instruction. 

Type Function 

T2 Ik 1s executed 

CR is set by the instruction in Ik. 

bit 0 4 5 8 9g 10 #11 14 «15 1 

1} 1 1 10/0 0 90 Of0 1J}O0 0 0 0] 1 
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EX Execute EX PB51M 
P852M 
P856M 
P857M 

Syntax: (label]_. EX[*}— ml, r2] 

This instruction executes the operand instruction contained in the effective 
memory address. The memory address may not contain a double word 
instruction, a CF instruction, RTN instruction or another EX, EXK, or EXR 

instruction, 

Type Function MOD Syntax 

T4 (m) is axecuted 10 EX m 
T5 (m_ + (r2)) " 10 EX m,r2 
T6 ((m)) ” 11 EX* m 
T7 ((m_ + (r2})) . 11 EX" m,r2 

Condition 
register: CR is set by the instruction in the effective memory address. 

bit 1 4 5 8 9 10. —=«11 14 «+15 0 
1/1 1 1 0/0 0 0 0} moO | 12 | 1 

1.97
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7 Shift Instructions 

SLA Single left arithmetic shift SLA P851M 
P852M 
P856M 
P857M 

Syntax: (label] . SLA... °3,n 

The bits of the register specified by r3 are shifted left n bit positions. Over- 
flow occurs when the sign bit was modified during the operation. Vacant 
bits are filled with zeroes. 

Type Function 

T8 Oo 1 15 

pL resister contents fr 

«<— n positions 

Condition 
register: CR = O ifresult = 0 

1 if result > OC 

2 tf result < O 

3 in case of overflow 

bit 0 1 4 5 10 +171 15 

0 | 0 111 r3 0 | n 

Rernark: 

r3 ¥ 0. 
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SRA 

Syntax: 

Condition 

register: 

Single right arithmetic shift SRA P851M 
P852M 
P856M 
P857M 

[label]. SRA — 13,0 

The contents of the register specifiad by r3 are shifted right n bit positions. 
The sign bit is not changed. It is shifted into the vacant position(s) of the 

register. The vacant bit positions are filled with the same values as the sign 

bit, i.e. either O or 1. 
Ifn > 15, all bits of the register will be the same as the sign bit. 

Type Function 

T8 0 1 15 

[=H register coments 7 

nN positions ——» 

CR = 0 if result» O 

1 if result > 0 

2 if result < O ° 

bit 0 1 4 5 7 8 9 10 «(+171 15 

0 | O11 1 a 3 {0 0 1 | n 

Remark: 
r3 7 O. 



SLL 

Syntax: 

Condition 

register: 

Single left logical shift SLL 

(tabel] . SLL 4 r3,n 

P851M 
P852M 
P856M 
P857M 

The bits of the register specified by r3 are shifted laft n bit positions. 
Vacant bits become zero. After 16 or more shifts the whole register 
contains Zero. 

Type Function 

T8 0 1 15 

cus contents +0 

+— N positions 

CR = OQif resulr- O 

1 if result > O 

2 if result < O 

bit Oo 1 4 5 7 8 9 10 #11 

Remark: 

r3 #0. 
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SRL Single right logical shift SRL P851M 
P852M 
P856M 
P857M 

Syntax: [label]. SRL 4 r3,n 

The contents of the register specified by r3 are shifted right n bit positions. 

Vacant bits become zero, After 16 or more shifts the register contains zero. 

Type Function 

T8 0 I 15 

tf) ls HL register contents fe 

——- N positions ——~» 

Condition 

register: CR = O if result = 0 . 
1 if result > O 

2 if result < 0 

bir O17 4 5 7 8 JG 10 11 15 

ojo 111] r3 fo 1 1 [7 n 

Remark: 

r3 ¥ 0. 

'. #02 



SLC 

Syntax: 

Condition 

register: 

Single left circular shift SLC 

[label]. SLC L163, 

P851M 
P852M 
P856M 
P857M 

The contents of the register specified by r3 are shifted left, end around, 
N bit pasitions. 

Type Function 

TB 0 1 15 

rs HL register contents is 

N positions - 

CR = O if result = O 

1 if result > 0 

2 if result < O 

bit 0 1 4 5 7 8 9 190 11 

ojo 111] 6 fr 1 0 | 

Remark: 

r3 # O. 

1.103



SRC 

Syntax: 

Condition 

reqister: 

Single right circular shift SRC 

[label]_. SRC r3, n 

P851M 
P852M 
P856M 
P857M 

The contents of the register specified by r3 ara shifted right, end around, 
n hit positions. 

Type Function 

T8 0 1 15 

aoe regtster contents 

ja—_ 
a 

N positions 

CR = O if result = O 

1 if result > O 

2 if result < OQ 

bit Oo. (1 4 95 7 8 9 110 11 



SLN 

Syntax: 

Condition 

register: 

Single left and normalize shift SLN 

{label]_. SLN. . °3, r? 

P851M 
P852M 
P356M 
P&57M 

The contents of the register specified by r3 are shifted left until the two 
most significant bits differ, The sign bit remains unaffected; zero bits are 

inserted in the least significant positions. The number of shifted positions 

is placed in the register spacified by r2. 

Type Function 

T8 0 1 15 

a register contents /—-O 

Unchanged 

bit 0 1 4 5 7 8 9 10 11 14 15 

ofo111{ 3 |1 0 Of 2 | 0 

Remark: 
*" 320. 
" If (r3}) = O the number of shifted positions will be 16. 

“ Restricted to system mode if r2 — A15, 
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SRN 

Syntax: 

Condition 

register: 

Single right and normatize shift SRN P851M 
P852M 
P856M 
P857M 

[label]. SRN — £3, r2 

The contonts of the regrster specified by r3 are shifted right until a T-bit 

appears in bit 15 of that register. 
The sign bit is not changed and is copied each time a shift is given. 
The number of times a shift had to be performed is placed in the register 
specified inr2, 

Type Furiction 

TB O 1 15 

[s } register contents }—» 

Unchanged 

bit Oo 1 4 § 7 8 9 10 #11 14 15 

o/o 11417 { 3 {1 0 14 r2 0 

Remark: 

°* r3 40. 

* If (r3) =O the number of shifted positions will be 16. 
° Restricted to system mode if r2 = A115, 



DLA Double left arithmetic shift DLA PB851M 

Syntax: 

Condition 

register: 

P852M 
PB56M 
P857M 

[label] DLA Ua 

This instruction treats the Al and A2 register as one 31-bit register (bit 0 
of A2 is set to zero]. The contents are shifted left n positions and zeroes 

are placed from the right in vacated positions. 

Overflow occurs when the sign bit is changed during execution of this 
instruction. 

Type Function 

T8 Oo. (1 15 16 17 31 

ts H_ register Al register A2 k- 0 

— n positions 

CR = O if result = 0 

1 if result > O 

2 if result <Q 

3 incase of overflow 

bit QO 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 15 
ofo111]00 0f0 0 0] no | 

| 

1.107 

(Softw. sim.)



Double right arithmetic shift DRA P851M 
P852M 
P856M 
P857M 

[label]. DRA wn 

This instruction treats the Al and A2 registers as one 31-bit register, 
The contents are shifted right n positions and zeroes or ones are 
propagated into vacated positions depending on the value of the sign bit 

After 30 or more shifts the two registers are filled the value of the sign 
bit {all zeroes or ones}, except for the sign bit of A2 which is always set 

DRA 

Syntax: 

of Al. 

to O. 

Type 
T8 

Condition 

register: CR 

bit 

Function 

0 1 15 16 17 31 

[SH register Al DY | register A2 Ty 

N positions . 

0 if resuit = 0 
1 if result > O 

2 if result < O 

0 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 15 

ojo 111/00 ojo o 1 | n 

7.708 

(Softw. sim.) 



DLL Double left logical shrft DLL P851M 

Syntax: 

Condition 

register: 

P852M 
P856M 

{label} _, DLL n 

This instruction treats the registers Al and A2 as one 32-bit register. The 

contents are shifted left n positions. Zeroes are propagated into vacated 

positions of Al and A2. 

Type Function 

T8 0 1 15 16 17 31 

+4sH_ rogister Al Js J resister A2 |-0 

4 ~ N positions 

CR = Ouif result = 0 

1 if result > 0 

2 tf result< O 

bit 4 5 6 7? 8 9 10 =11 14 o 1 
o}/o 1 1 1/0 6 ofo 1 0 n 

7.309 

| PBS7M | 

(Softw. sim.)



] 
DRL Double right logical shift DRL P851M 

PB52M | (Softw. sim.) 

PBS6M 

P857M 

Syntax: (label]  ORLO«A 

The Al and A2 registers are treated as one 32-bit register, The contents 
are shifted right n positions. Zeroes are propagated into vacated positions. 

The max. number of shifts is 31. 

Type Function 

T8 16 

0 ~| ul register Al LEB register A2 = 

Nn positions 

Condition 

rogister: CR = O i result = 0 

1 if result > O 

2 if result < O 

bit Q 1 4 5 6 7? 8 9 10 =11 15 

o}o 11 1/0 0 ofo 1 1] n 

1,770



OLC Doubte left circular shift DLC P851M 

P852M | (Softw. sim.]| 

P856M 

P857M 

Syntax: [label], OLC Vn 

The Al and A2 registers are treated as one 32-bit register. The contents 

are shifted left, end around, n positions. 

Type Function 

T8 @) 1 15 16 1? 31 

Ls H_teaister Al Ks. register A2 hy 

nN positions 

Condition 
register: CR = O if result = O 

1 if result > Q 
@ ifresult <0 

bit OO 1 4 § 6 7 8 9 190 11 15 

o{o 11 1/0 0 Of1 1 Of n 

Lvre



DRC Double right circular shrift DRC P85 1M 

PB52M 
P856M 
P857M 

Syntax: [label]. DRC Hon 

The Al and A2 registers are treated as one 32-bit register. The contents 
are shifted right, end around, n positions. 

Type Furnctton 

Ta 0 1 15 16 17 31 

els register Al }-+[ s | register A2 ma 

e nN positions 

Condition 

register: CR = O if result - 0 

1 if result > O 
2 if resulr< 0 

bt QO 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 #11 15 

ojo 111/00 0]/1 1 1] n 

V.F82 

(Softw. sim.)



DLN Double left and normatize shift DLN P851M 

Syntax: 

Condition 
register: 

P8S52M | (Softw. sirn.] 
P856M 

P857M 

[label] DLN _. ¢2 

The Al and A2 registers are treated as ona 31-bit register. Its contents are 
shifted left untif bit zero and bit one have a different value. 
Zeroes are shifted, from the right hand side on, into vacated positions of 

the register. The sign bit of register A1 remains unchanged. 

The number of shifted positions is stored in register r2. 
The sign bit of A2 becomes zero. 

Type Function 

TB 0 1 15 16 17 31 
CF) ee register AZ ] ——— 0 

rd 

Unchanged 

bit @) 1 4 5 6 7 & YQ 10 «+171 14 #158 

0,0 11 1/0 0 0f1 0 oO r2 0 

Remark: 

Restricted to systam mode if r2 = ATS. 

1.333



DRN P851M 
P852M 
P8S6M 
P857M 

The Al and A2 registers are treated as one 31-bit register. The contents 
are shifted right until a 1-bit appears in the least significant position of the 

register. The sign bit is shifted to the right each time a shift takes place. 

ra Lf | register a 

DORN Double right and normalize shift 

Syntax: [label] .. DRN 2 

The number of shifted postions is stored in register r2. 

The sign bit of A2 becomes zero. 

Type F unction 

TB 15 
[a | register Al 

Congitian 

register: Unchanged 

bit 0 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 14 «15 

0 | 0 11 1/0 0 Of1 1} | 0 

Remark: 

Restricted to system mode if rl = Al5. 

Itt4 

(Softw. sim.)



Table Handling Instructions 

MVF Move Table Forward MV F P857M 

Syntax: 

Condition 
register: 

[label])_. MVE _, r2 

This instruction copies a string of consecutive words trom one memory 
area into another area, boginning with the last location from the buffer to 
be copied towards the start address of that buffer, Should the buffer to 

be copied and the receiving buffer overlap, the user must take care not to 

overwrite the contents of the locations in the buffer to be copied. Use tn 

that case the instruction MVB. 

— register Al must be loaded with the start address of the memory area 

to be copied. 

— register A2 must be loaded with the start address of the receiving 
buffer. 

— register r2 must contain the number of characters to be copied (the 

Number must be even and unsigned). 
The execution of this instruction may be interrupted after any word 

transfer. When the interrupt is accepted the contents of the instruction 

counter, which is pointing to this instruction, are saved in the stack. 

The contents of Al and A2 remain unchanged. 

Register +2 contains the remaining number of characters to be transferred. 
The execution of this instruction is resumed when the interrupt has been 

serviced, When the executions terminated Al and A2 contain the initial 

values. 

Type Function 

T8 (r2) — 2 + 2, (CA) + (r2b) + (A2) 4 (2) 

0 2 2, (CANS) + (A2) 

Unchanged 

bt 0 1 4 5 7 8 10 11 1415 
}o{1 11 0fo00o0j0 0 of en fat 

| | 
Remark: 

* When used in systum mode r2 - Al5 or 2 A15. 

* When used in user made r2 # AlS. 

* r2 must be # 0. 

vis



MVB Move Table Backward MVB P857M 

Syntax: [label]. MVB _. 2 

This instruction copies a string of consecutive words from one memory 

area into another area, beginning with the first location of the buffer to 
be copied towards the last location of that buffer. Should the buffer to 

be copied and the recetving buffer overlap, the user must take care not to 

overwrite the contents of locations in the buffer to be copied. Use in that 

cause the instruction MVF., 

— register A1 must contain the start address of the buffer to be copied. 

— register A2 must contain the start address of the receiving buffer. 

— register r2 must contain the number of characters to be copied. (The 
number must be even and unsigned.] 

The execution of this instruction may be interrupted after any word 

transfer. When the interrupt 1s accepted the contents of the instruction 

counter, which points to this instruction, are saved in the stack. The 

contents of registers Al and A2 point to the first location to be trans- 

ferred when resuming the execution. Register r2 cantains the remaining 
number of characters to be transferred. 

The execution of the instruction is resumed when the instruction 

interrupt has been serviced. When the execution is terminated Al and A2 

point to the first address after the buffur. 

Type Function 

T8 ((A1}) -» {A2) 
{r2 }-—2 = 12; {A1)+2 — Al; (A2)42 -- A2; ({A1)) ~ (A2) 

O-1r2; (Al) +2 -- Al; (A2)+2 ~ A2 

Condition 

register: Unchanged 

b 4 5 7 8 9 10 11 14 15 

0 | 
it Oo 1 

pol todo 8 elo 2 |0 

Remark: 

* When used in system mode r2 - A115 or ¥ A115. 
* When used in user mode r2 # A15. 
° +2 must be # O, 

196



MVUS Move Table from User to System area MVUS P857M 

(MMU option) 

Syntax: label)» MVYUS — 2 

This instruction is used to copy a table of consecutive words from a user 
area (sending buffer) to a system area (receiving buffer), beginning with 
the first location towards its last location. 
— register Al must contain the logical start address (MMU) of the buffer 

to be copied. 

— ragister A2 must contain the physical start address (NO MMU) of the 

receiving buffer. 

— register r2 must be loaded with the number of characters to be copied. 
This number must be aven and not signed. 

The execution of this instruction may be interrupted after any ward 

transfer. When the interrupt is accepted the contents of the instruction 
counter, which points to this instruction, are saved in the stack. The 

conzents of Al and A2 point to the first location to be transferred when 

the execution is resumed. 
Ragister r2 contains the ramaining number of characters to be transferred. 
The execution of this instruction is resumed when the interrupt is serviced. 

When the execution is terminated Al and A2 point to the first address 

after the receiving buffar. 

Type Function 

T8 ((A1)) + (A2) 
(12 )—2 +62: (Al) +2 - Al; (A2)+2 -~ A2; t(AT}) ~ (A?) 

O + 62; (AI) +2 ~ Al; (A2) 42 - A2 

Condition 

register: Unchanged 

bit 4 §5 7 8 9 10 11 14 15 0 1 
O}1 1711 1/0 0 o]1 0 OT r2 0 

Remark: 

* When used in systern mode r2 = Al5 or # Al5. 

* When used in user mode r2 # Al5. In that case or if MMU is not available 
this instruction is the same as the MVB instruction. 

> £2 must be # 0. 

tt?



= 

Syntax : 

Condition 

reqister: 

Move Table from System to User area I MVSU PB57M 

(MMU option) 

[label] io MVSULL 2 

This instruction is used to copy a table of consecutive words from a system 

area (sending buffer) to a user area (receiving buffer), beginning with the 
last location of the sending area tawards the first location. 

— register Al must contain the physical start address (NO MMU) of the 
sending butfer. 

— register A2 must contain the logical start address (MMU) of the 
receiving buffer. ° 

— register ¢2 must be loaded with the number of characters to be copied 

(this number must be even and unsigned). 

The execution of this instruction may be interrupted after any word 
transfer. When the interrupt is accepted the contents of the instruction 

counter, which points to this instruction, are saved in the stack. The 

contents of registers Al and A2 remain unchanged. 

Register r2 contains the remaining number of characters to be transterred. 
The execution of the instruction is resumed when the interrupt is serviced. 

When the execution is terminated Al and A2 contain their initial values. 

Type Function 

T8 (r2)— 2 + 72, (CAV) + (r2)) + {A2) © (12) 

O - r2 » U(AI)) + (A2) 

Unchanged 

0 1 4 5 7 B 10 11 
; Of 10/0 0 o|1 0 o | 2 [0 
— 

Remark: 

* When used in system made r2 = A15 or ¥ Al5., 

* When used in user mode r2 ¥ A15. In that case or if MMU is not 
available this instruction 1s the same as the MVF instruction, 

* 12 must be # 0. 

7.138 



9 External Transfer Instructions 

WER Write external register WER P851M 
P852M 

P856M 
P857M 

Syntax: (label). WER — r3, address 

The contents of the register specified by r3 are transferred to the external 
register whose address is specified in bits 8B—15. The contents of the 

register specified by r3 and the condition register remain unchanged. 

Two WER instructions must be used to send two contro! words, one contain 

ing a buffer address and the second one containing the number of words or 
Characters to be transferred, to two registers on the I/O Processor. 

fst contro/ word 

CAR EAEIE 5] 
where: bitQ = 0 if char. mode 

1 if word mode 

bit1 = OuftransferisCU -~- MEM 
1 if transfer is MEM -> CU 

bits 2, 3 are used to extend the memory address in 2nd control 
word to > 32K. 

bits 4 through 15 = transfer length in words or characters. 

2nd contrat word 

[| Te] 
where: bits 0 through 14 = memory address 

bit 15 (if char. mode) = O left hand character 

1 right hand charecter 

The layout of bits 8 through 15 of the WER instruction is: 

0 | proc, address | — sub-chan. address oft | 

15 8 9 1 612 14 

bt8 = OQ 

bits 9 through 11 must bo set to Zero for the P851M (only one processor 
connection. 

On P852M, P856M or P8S7M it may be a number from 0 
through 7, 

bits 12 through 14 device address 

bir 15 = QO WER instruction for the Ist control word 

1 WER instruction for the 2nd control veord 

Note: When a device must be addressed via a multiple cantro! unit card, 

specify the lowest address. 

1,399



Condition 

register: 

Example: 

Output on cassette 

LOK Atl,/0084 Send 132 characters. 

LOKL A2,BUFFER Take the contents of ‘BUFFER’. 

WER A1,/A The cassette has address /05 and is connected to 
1/O Processor numero 0, Bit 15 = O {1st control 
word). 

WER A2,/B Send the 2nd control word. Bit 15 = 1. 

Type Functron 

T8 ir3) ~ extern req. 

Unchanged 

bit O 1 4 § 7 8 15 

0 | 1 1 1 O | r3 | ext, reg. address 

Remark: 

* r3 must be # 0. 

* This instruction may only be used in system mods. 

1.120 



ner 

Syntax: 

Condition 
register: 

Read external register RER PBS 1M 
P852M 
P856M 
P857M 

(label]_, RER._, r3, address 

The contents of the external register, specified by its address, are trans- 

ferred to the register specified by r3. The contents of the external register 
remain unchanged, Bits 6 and 7 of the external register are copied to the 
condition register. 

Through this instruction the user can check how many characters or 

words have been transferred, 

Type Function 

T8 (extern reg) + 3 

(extern reg 6,7) » CR 

bit 9) 1 4 § 7 8 15 

0 1 11 a] r3 | ext. reg. address 

Remark: 

“ 13 must be # Q. 

* This instruction may only he used in system mede. 
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TLR Segment Table Losd/register TLR P857M 

Syntax: 

Condition 

register: 

(MMU option) 

[labet]_. TLR UG r2 

This instruction loads 16 consecutive registers, TRO through TR15, which 
are located on the MMU, with the contents of 16 consecutive memory 
locations, the first one being indicated in register c2. 

Type Function 

T3 ((r2)) ~ TRO 
((r2) + 2) - TRI 

((r2)+15x2) + TR15 

Unchanged 

bit 0 1 4 § 8 9 10. «11 14 15 

1/o 11 1}/0 00 of0 1 | r2 1 C 
f 

Remark: 

This instruction is restricted ta system mode. 
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TL 

Syntax: 

Condition 
register: 

Segment Table Load Te P857M 
(MMU option} 

(label]_u TL{e}u ml, 2] 

This instruction loads 16 consecutive registers, TRO through TR15, which 
are located on the MMU, with the contents of 16 consecutive memory 

locations. 

The address of the first memory location is indicated by the effective 

memory address. 

Type Function Syntax 

T4 ({m)..4m + 15x2) - TRO..TRIS TL m™ 
TS (m+ (r2))..( m+ (r2) 4+ 15x2) + TRO..TRI5 TL m,r2 
T6 ((m)) .. (dm} + 15x2) + TRO..TR1I5 TLS m 

T?7 ((rm+ (r2))).. (dm + (r2)) + 15x2) > TRO..TRIS TL* m,r2 

Unchanged 

bit 0 1 4 5 8 9 10 11 14 15 

1,0 1 1 1/0 0 0 0[ moO | r2 | 9 

Remark: 

This instruction is restricted to system mode. 
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TSR 

Syntax: 

Condition 

register: 

Segment Table Store/register 
(MMU option) 

[label] 4 TSR, 2 

TSR P857M 

This instruction places the contents of 16 consecutive registers, TRO 
through TR15, located on the MMU, in 16 consecutive memory locations. 
The first memory location is indicated by the contents of register r2. 

Type Function 

T3 {TRO) = = (r2) 
(TR1) — (r2) +2 

(TRIS) — {r2) + 15x2 

Unchanged 

bit 0 1 4 9 8 9 1011 14 15 

1{[0 1 1 170 0 0 o}o 1] 2 

Remark: 

This instruction is restricted to system mode. 
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TS Segment Table Store TS P857M 

Syntax: [label}]_ TS{eJ]— ml, r2) 

The contents of 16 consecutive registers, TRO through TR15, located on the 
MMU, replace the contents of 16 memory locations. The first memory 

location is indicated by the effactiva memory address. 

Type Function Syntax 

T4 (TRO) -~ mM 

(TR1) - m+? 

(TR15) — mt 15x2 TS m 
T5 (TRO) > m+ (r2) 

(TR1] + mt (r2) +2 

(TRIS) -- m+ (r2) + 15x2 TS m,r2 

T6 (TRO) -+(m) 
(TR1} +(m + 2) 

(TRIS) -»>{m+ 15x2} TSs° m 

T? (TRO} -»>({m 4 (r2}) 
(TR1) »{mm + (r2} + 2) 

{TR15) —-~(m + (r2> 4+ 15x2) TS* m,12 

Condition 

register: Unchanged 

bit Q 1 4 5 8 9Q 10 «(17 14 15 

1/o 1 1 1/0 00 0] MD | r2 } 1 

Remark: 

This instruction 1s restricted to system mode. 
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FLOR Floating Point Load ‘register FLOR P857M 

Syntax: 

Condition 

register: 

(F.F.P. option) 

[label]... FLOR. r2 

The contents of three consecutive memary locations are loaded into three 

accumulators FPA1, FPA2, FPA3 on the Floating Point Processor. 

The first memory location is indicated in the register r2. 

Type Function 

T3 ((r2)) ~ FPA] 

((r2]} +2) + FPA2 

((r2) +4) +» FRA 

CR = O if floating point operand = 0 
1 if floating point operand > 0 
2 if flaating point operand < O 

bit 0 1 4 5 8 9 10 (+171 14 159 

1{1 000/001 ofo 1] r2 
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FLD 

Syntax: 

Condition 
register: 

Floating Point Load 

(F.F.P. option) 

[label]. FLD[*J— mf, r2] 

FLD P857M 

The contents of three consecutive memory locations are loaded into three 
accumulators FPA1, FPA2 and FPA3 on the Floating Point Processor. 
The first memory location is indicated by the effective memory address. 

Type 

T4 

T5 

T6 

T? 

CR 

Function 

(m) 
(m +2) 
(m +4) 

(m + (r2)) 

(m +(r2) +2) 

{m + (r2) +4) 
((m)) 
((m) + 2) 
((m)} + 4) 
((m + (r2))) 
((m + (r2)} + 2) 
((m + (t2)} + 4) 

0 if floating point 
1 if floating point 

2 if floating point 

FPAI 
FPA2 
FPA3 
FPAI 
FPA2 
FPA3 
FPAI 
FPA2 
FPA3 
FPAI 
FPA2 
FPA3 

b
e
s
e
t
 

dt 
t
e
)
_
e
o
e
 

4 
6 

i] v 

operand: 0 

operand > 0 
operand < 0 

MD 

10 

11 

3 unnormalized operand (operation aborted) 

O 1 4 5 10 11 

Syntax 

FLD m 

FLD m,r2 

FLD* m 

FLDO® m,r2 

14 15 

1/1 0 00/001 of mo | 
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FSTR Floating Point Store/register FSTR P857M 
(F.F.P. option} 

Syntax: [label]. FSTR Ww 12 

The contents of three accumulators FPA1, FPA2 and FPA3 on the 
Floating Point Processor replace the contents of three consecutive 
memory locations. The first location is indicated in register r2. 

Type Funetion 

T3 (FPA1) — (r2) 
(FPA2) >» (r2) +2 
(FPA3) -» (r2) + 4 

Condition 

register: Unchanged 

bit oO 861 4 5 8 9 10 11 14 «15 

1{1 00 0]/0 01 o]o 1] 2 [1 
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FST Floating Pointe Store FST P857M 
[F.F.P, option) 

Syntax: [labe!l}_, FST{*}]— mf, r2] 

The contents of three accumulators FPA1, FPA2 and FPA3 on the 
floating point processor replace the contents of three consecutive memory 
locations. The first location is indicated by the effective memory address. 

Type Function MO Syntax 

T4 (FPA1) -» m 10 FST ™m 
(FPA2) ~-m +2 
(FPA3) »m+4 

T5 (FPA1) -» m + (r2) 10 FST m,1r2 
(FPA2) - m +(r2) +2 
(FPA3) + m + (r2) +4 

T6 (FPA1) = -+(m) 11 FST* m 
(FPA2) —-(m)+2 
(FPA3) -+(m)+4 

T? (FPA1) +(m + (r2)) 11 FSTS m, 12 
(FPA2) -*(m + (62) + 2) 
(FPA3) —-(m + (r2) + 4) 

Condition 

register: Unchanged 

Lit 0 1 4 5 8 9 10.11 14 «15 

1} 10 0 0/0 0 14 0} mo | r2 | 1 
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